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I, James L. Mullins, Ph.D., hereby declare as follows: 

 INTRODUCTION I.

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts and opinions set forth in this 

declaration, I believe them to be true, and if called upon to do so, I would testify 

competently to them. I have been warned that willful false statements and the like 

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. 

2. I am a retired academic librarian working as the founder and owner of 

the firm Prior Art Documentation Librarian Services, LLC, located at 106 Berrow, 

Williamsburg, VA 23188. Attached as Exhibit 1015 is a true and correct copy of 

my Curriculum Vitae describing my background and experience. Further 

information about my firm, Prior Art Documentation Librarian Services, LLC 

(PADLS), is available at www.priorartdoclib.com. 

3. I have been retained by Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C. to 

investigate the authenticity and dates of public accessibility of certain documents 

for use in one or more inter partes review proceedings. For this service, I am being 

paid my usual hourly fee. My compensation in no way depends on the substance of 

my testimony or the outcome of the proceeding. 

II. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

4. Since 2018 I have been serving as Dean of Libraries Emeritus and 

Esther Ellis Norton Professor Emeritus at Purdue University.  
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5. I was previously employed as follows: 

• Dean of Libraries and Professor & Esther Ellis Norton Professor, 

Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, 2004-2017. 

• Assistant/Associate Director for Administration, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT) Libraries, Cambridge, MA, 2000-2004. 

• University Librarian and Director, Falvey Memorial Library, 

Villanova University, Villanova, PA, 1996-2000. 

• Director of Library Services, Indiana University South Bend, South 

Bend, IN, 1978-1996. 

• Part-time instructor, School of Library and Information Science, 

Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, 1977-1996. 

• Associate Law Librarian, and associated titles, Indiana University 

School of Law, Bloomington, IN, 1974-1978. 

• Catalog Librarian, Assistant Professor, Georgia Southern College 

(now University), Statesboro, GA, 1973-1974. 

6. Over the course of my career as a librarian, instructor of library 

science, author of scholarly publications, and presenter at national and 

international conferences, I have had experience with catalog records and online 

library management systems built around Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) 

standards.  
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7. In the course of more than forty-four years as an academic librarian 

and scholar, I have been an active researcher. In my years as a librarian I have 

facilitated the research of faculty colleagues either directly or through providing 

and granting access to requisite print and/or digital materials and services at the 

universities where I worked. I have kept current on the professional library science 

literature and served on the editorial board of the most prominent library journal, 

College and Research Libraries. This followed service as the chair of the Research 

Committee of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), a 

division of the American Library Association (ALA). As an academic library 

administrator, I have had the responsibility of ensuring students were educated on 

identifying, locating, assessing, and integrating information garnered from library 

resources. 

III. PRELIMINARIES 

8. I am not a lawyer and I am not rendering an opinion on the legal 

question of whether a particular document is, or is not, a “printed publication” 

under the law.   

9. I am, however, rendering my expert opinion on the authenticity of the 

documents referenced herein and on when and how these documents were 

disseminated or otherwise made available to the extent that persons interested and 
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ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art, exercising reasonable diligence, could 

have located the documents in the late 1990s. 

10. I understand that an item is considered authentic if there is sufficient 

evidence to support a finding that the item is what it is claimed to be. I am also 

informed that authenticity can be established based on the contents of the 

documents themselves, such as the appearance, content, substance, internal 

patterns, or other distinctive characteristics of the item, taken together with all of 

the circumstances.  

11. I understand that a printed publication qualifies as publicly accessible 

as of the date it was disseminated or otherwise made available such that a person 

interested in and ordinarily skilled in the relevant subject matter could locate it 

through the exercise of reasonable diligence. 

12. While I understand that the determination of public accessibility under 

the foregoing standard rests on a case-by-case analysis of the facts particular to an 

individual publication, I also understand that a printed publication is rendered 

“publicly accessible” if it is cataloged and indexed by a library such that a person 

interested in the relevant subject matter could locate it (i.e., cataloging and 

indexing by a library is sufficient, though there are other ways that a printed 

publication may qualify as publicly accessible). One manner of customary 

indexing is indexing according to subject matter category. I understand that, even 
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if access to a library is restricted, a printed publication that has been cataloged and 

indexed therein is publicly accessible so long as the portion of the public 

concerned with the relevant subject matter would know of the printed publication. I 

also understand that the cataloging and indexing of information that would guide a 

person interested in the relevant subject matter to the printed publication, such as 

the cataloging and indexing of an abstract for the printed publication, is sufficient 

to render the printed publication publicly accessible. 

13. I also understand that routine business practices, such as general 

library cataloging and indexing practices, can be used to establish an approximate 

date on which a printed publication became publicly accessible. 

A. MATERIALS CONSIDERED  

14. In forming the opinions expressed in this declaration, I have reviewed 

the documents and appendices referenced herein. These materials are records 

created in the ordinary course of business by publishers, libraries, indexing 

services, and others. From my years of experience, I am familiar with the process 

for creating many of these records, and I know that these records are created by 

people with knowledge of the information contained in the record. Further, these 

records are created with the expectation that researchers and other members of the 

public will use them. All materials cited in this declaration and its appendices are 
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of a type that experts in my field would reasonably rely upon and refer to in 

forming their opinions. 

B. PERSONS OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART 

15.  I am told by counsel that the subject matter of this proceeding relates 

to secure forwarding of messages in a telecommunications network. 

16. I understand that a “person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of 

the inventions” is a hypothetical person who is presumed to be familiar with the 

relevant field and its literature at the time of the inventions. This hypothetical 

person is also a person of ordinary creativity, capable of understanding the 

scientific principles applicable to the pertinent field. 

17. I have been informed by counsel that persons of ordinary skill in this 

subject matter or art would have had at least a bachelor’s (B.S.) degree in 

Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or an equivalent 

field, as well as at least 2-5 years of academic or industry experience in the field of 

Internet security.  

18. In 2002 and 2003, such a person would have had access to a vast array 

of print resources regarding secure network communications, access to reference 

librarians (e.g., at universities), and access to a fast-changing set of online 

resources.  
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C. LIBRARY CATALOG RECORDS 

19. Some background on MARC (“Machine-Readable Cataloging”) 

formatted records, Online Computer Library Center, Inc. (“OCLC”), and WorldCat 

is helpful to understand the library catalog records discussed in this declaration. I 

am fully familiar with the library cataloging standard known as the MARC 

standard, which is an industry-wide standard method of storing and organizing 

library catalog information.1 MARC practices have been consistent since the 

MARC format was developed by the Library of Congress in the 1960s, and by the 

early 1970s they became the U.S. national standard for disseminating bibliographic 

data. By the mid-1970s, MARC format became the international standard, and this 

preeminence persists through the present. A MARC-compatible library is one that 

has a catalog consisting of individual MARC records for each of its items. Today, 

MARC is the primary communications protocol for the transfer and storage of 

bibliographic metadata in libraries.2 The MARC practices discussed below were in 

place during the 1998 timeframe relevant to the documents referenced herein.  

                                                                 
1 The full text of the standard is available from the Library of Congress at 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/ (Attachment 1F) (last visited March 23, 

2019). 

2 Almost every major library in the world is MARC-compatible. See, e.g., MARC 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, 
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20. Similarly, OCLC practices have been consistent since the 1970s 

through the present, and the OCLC practices discussed below were in place during 

the 1998 timeframe relevant to the documents referenced herein. The OCLC was 

created “to establish, maintain, and operate a computerized library network and to 

promote the evolution of library use, of libraries themselves, and of librarianship, 

and to provide processes and products for the benefit of library users and libraries, 

including such objectives as increasing availability of library resources to 

individual library patrons and reducing the rate of rise of library per-unit costs, all 

for the fundamental public purpose of furthering ease of access to and use of the 

ever-expanding body of worldwide scientific, literary, and educational knowledge 

and information.”3 Among other services, OCLC and its members are responsible 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
https://www.loc.gov/marc/faq.html (Attachment 1G) (last visited March 23, 2019) 

(“MARC is the acronym for MAchine-Readable Cataloging. It defines a data 

format that emerged from a Library of Congress-led initiative that began nearly 

forty years ago. It provides the mechanism by which computers exchange, use, and 

interpret bibliographic information, and its data elements make up the foundation 

of most library catalogs used today.”).  MARC is the ANSI/NISO Z39.2-1994 

(reaffirmed 2009) standard for Information Interchange Format. 

3 Third Article, Amended Articles of Incorporation of OCLC Online Computer 

Library Center, Incorporated (last visited March 23, 2019 and available at 
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for maintaining the WorldCat database (http://www.worldcat.org/), used by 

independent and institutional libraries throughout the world. 

21. Libraries worldwide used the machine-readable MARC (Machine-

Readable Cataloging) format for catalog records. MARC formatted records have 

provided a variety of subject access points based on the content of the document 

being cataloged. A MARC record comprises several fields each of which contains 

specific data about the work. Each field is identified by a standardized, unique, 

three-digit code corresponding to the type of data that follows. For example, 

MARC Field 610 identifies corporate names used as subjects and MARC Field 650 

identifies topical terms. A researcher could discover material relevant to his or her 

topic by a search using the terms employed in the MARC Fields 6XX; work’s title 

is recorded in field 245, the primary author of the work is recorded in field 100, an 

item’s International Standard Book Number (“ISBN”) is recorded in field 020, an 

item’s Library of Congress call number is recorded in field 050, and the 

publication date is recorded in field 260 under the subfield “c.” If a work is a 

periodical, then its publication frequency is recorded in field 310, and the 

publication dates (e.g., the first and last publication) are recorded in field 362, 

which is also referred to as the enumeration/chronology field. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/oclc/membership/articles-of-incorporation.pdf 

(Attachment 1H) 
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22. The MARC Field 040, subfield “a,” identifies the library or other 

entity that created the original catalog record for a given document and transcribed 

it into machine-readable form. The MARC Field 008 identifies the date when this 

first catalog record was entered on the file. This date persists in subsequent uses of 

the first catalog record, although newly-created records for the same document, 

separate from the original record, will show a new date.  

23. MARC records also include several fields that include subject matter 

classification information. An overview of MARC record fields is available 

through the Library of Congress at http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/. For 

example, 6XX fields are termed “Subject Access Fields.”4 Among these, for 

example, is the 650 field; this is the “Subject Added Entry – Topical Term” field. 

See http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd650.html. The 650 field is a 

“[s]ubject added entry in which the entry element is a topical term.” Id. These 

entries “are assigned to a bibliographic record to provide access according to 

generally accepted thesaurus-building rules (e.g., Library of Congress Subject 

Headings (LCSH), Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)).” Id. Thus, a researcher 

might discover material relevant to his or her topic by a search using the terms 

employed in the MARC Fields 6XX. 
                                                                 
4 See http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd6xx.html. (Attachment 1I) (visited 

March 23, 2019) 
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24. The 9XX fields are not part of the standard MARC 21 format.5 OCLC 

has defined the following 9XX fields for use by the Library of Congress and for 

internal OCLC use: 936, 938, 956, 987, 989, and 994. 955 is used by the Library of 

Congress to track the progress of a new acquisition from the time it is submitted 

for Cataloging in Publication (CIP) review until it is published, fully cataloged, 

and available for use within the Library of Congress. Fields 901-907, 910, and 

945-949 have been defined by OCLC for local use and will pass OCLC validation. 

Fields 905 or 910 are often used by an individual library for internal processing 

purposes, for the date of cataloging and the initials of the cataloger, for example.  

25. Further, MARC records include call numbers, which themselves 

include a classification number. For example, the 050 field is the “Library of 

Congress Call Number.”6 A defined portion of the Library of Congress Call 

Number is the classification number.7 Thus, included in the 050 field is a subject 

matter classification. Each item in a library has a single classification number. A 
                                                                 
5 See https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/9xx.html. (Attachment 1J) (visited March 

23, 2019) 

6 See http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd050.html. (Attachment 1K) 

(Visited March 23, 2019) 

7 See https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/freelcc.html#About 

(Attachment 1L) 
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library selects a classification scheme (e.g., the Library of Congress Classification 

scheme just described or a similar scheme such as the Dewey Decimal 

Classification scheme) and uses it consistently. When the Library of Congress 

assigns the classification number, it appears as part of the 050 field. If a local 

library assigns the classification number, it appears in a 090 field. In either 

scenario, the MARC record includes a classification number that represents a 

subject matter classification. 

26. WorldCat is the world’s largest public online catalog, maintained by 

the Online Computer Library Center, Inc., or OCLC, and built with the records 

created by the thousands of libraries that are members of OCLC. OCLC has 

provided bibliographic and abstract information to the public based on MARC 

records through its OCLC WorldCat database. WorldCat requires no knowledge of 

MARC tags and codes, and does not require a log-in or password. WorldCat is 

easily accessible through the World Wide Web to all who wish to search it; there 

are no restrictions to become a member of a particular community, etc. The date a 

given catalog record was created (corresponding to the MARC Field 008) appears 

in some detailed WorldCat records as the Date of Entry, but not necessarily in all 

records. Whereas WorldCat records are widely available, the availability of MARC 

formatted records varies from library to library and when made available will be 

identified as MARC record or librarian/staff view. 
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27. When an OCLC member institution acquires a work, it creates a 

MARC record for this work in its computer catalog system as part of the ordinary 

course of its business. MARC records created at the Library of Congress have 

historically been tape-loaded daily or weekly into the OCLC database through a 

subscription to MARC Distribution Services. Once the MARC record is created by 

a cataloger at an OCLC member institution or is tape-loaded from the Library of 

Congress, the MARC record is then made available to any other OCLC members 

online, and therefore made available to the public. Accordingly, once the MARC 

record is created by a cataloger at an OCLC member institution or is tape-loaded 

from the Library of Congress or another library anywhere in the world, any 

publication corresponding to the MARC record has been cataloged and indexed 

according to its subject matter such that a person interested in that subject matter 

could, with reasonable diligence, locate and access the publication through any 

library with access to the OCLC WorldCat database or through the Library of 

Congress. 

28. When an OCLC member institution creates a new MARC record, 

OCLC automatically supplies the date of creation for that record. The date of 

creation for the MARC record appears in the fixed field (008), characters 00 

through 05. The MARC record creation date reflects the date on which the item 

was first acquired or cataloged. Initially, field 005 of the MARC record is 
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automatically populated with the date the MARC record was created in year, 

month, day format (YYYYMMDD) (some of the newer library catalog systems 

also include hour, minute, second (HHMMSS)). Thereafter, the library’s computer 

system may automatically update the date in field 005 every time the library 

updates the MARC record (e.g., to reflect that an item has been moved to a 

different shelving location within the library).  

29. Once one library has cataloged and indexed a publication by creating 

a MARC record for that publication, other libraries that receive the publication do 

not create additional MARC records—the other libraries instead rely on the 

original MARC record. They may update or revise the MARC record to ensure 

accuracy, but they do not replace or duplicate it. This practice does more than save 

libraries from duplicating labor.  It also enhances the accuracy of MARC records. 

Further, it allows librarians around the world to know that a particular MARC 

record is authoritative (in contrast, a hypothetical system wherein duplicative 

records were created would result in confusion as to which record is authoritative). 

30. The date of creation of the MARC record by a cataloger at an OCLC 

member institution reflects when the underlying item is accessible to the public. 

Upwards of two-thirds to three-quarters of book sales to libraries come from a 

jobber or wholesaler for online and print resources. These resellers make it their 

business to provide books to their customers as fast as possible, often providing 
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turnaround times of only a single day after publication. Libraries purchase a 

significant portion of their books directly from publishers themselves, which 

provide delivery on a similarly expedited schedule. In general, libraries make these 

purchases throughout the year as the books are published and shelve the books as 

soon thereafter as possible in order to make the books available to their patrons. 

Thus, books are generally available at libraries across the country within just a few 

weeks of publication. 

D. PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS 

31. A library typically creates a catalog record for a periodical publication 

when the library receives its first issue. When the institution receives subsequent 

issues/volumes of the periodical, the issues/volumes are checked in (often using a 

date stamp), added to the institution’s holding records, and made available very 

soon thereafter – normally within a few days of receipt or (at most) within a few 

weeks of receipt. 

32. The initial periodicals record will sometimes not reflect all subsequent 

changes in publication details (including minor variations in title, etc.). 

E. PUBLICATIONS IN SERIES: CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS/TECHNICAL REPORT PUBLICATIONS 

33. A library typically creates a MARC catalog record for a series of 

closely related publications, such as the proceedings of an annual conference or a 

technical report, when the library receives its first issue and assumes there will be 
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annual or succeeding issues/volumes/reports. When the institution receives 

subsequent issues/volumes/reports of the series, the issues/volumes/reports are 

checked in (sometimes using a date stamp), added to the institution’s holdings 

records, and made available very soon thereafter—normally within a few days of 

receipt or (at most) within a few weeks of receipt. The initial series record may not 

reflect all subsequent changes in publication details (including minor variations in 

title, etc.). 

F. OWNERSHIP AND DATE STAMP 

34. Every library sets its own practice or policy on whether or not to date 

stamp, but all will have an ownership stamp somewhere in the publication—

typically on the cover page, verso of the cover page, or a designated page within 

the publication, sometimes even on the top, side, or bottom edge of the monograph 

or periodical. The timing of the ownership and date stamp can also vary from one 

library to another. The stamp can occur when the monograph or periodical is 

received in acquisitions after shipment to the library, or it can be at time of 

cataloging. Therefore, there could be instances when the date of receipt precedes 

the cataloging date.  

G. INDEXING 

35. A researcher may discover material relevant to his or her topic in a 

variety of ways. One common means of discovery is to search for relevant 
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information in an index of periodical and other publications. Having found relevant 

material, the researcher will then normally obtain it online, look for it in libraries, 

or purchase it from the publisher, a bookstore, a document delivery service, or 

other provider. Sometimes, the date of a document’s public accessibility will 

involve both indexing and library date information. Date information for indexing 

entries is, however, often unavailable. This is especially true for online indices. 

36. Indexing services use a wide variety of controlled vocabularies to 

provide subject access and other means of discovering the content of documents. 

The formats in which these access terms are presented vary from service to service. 

37. Online indexing services commonly provide bibliographic 

information, abstracts, and full-text copies of the indexed publications, along with 

a list of the documents cited in the indexed publication. These services also often 

provide lists of publications that cite a given document. A citation of a document is 

evidence that the document was publicly available and in use by researchers no 

later than the publication date of the citing document.  

38. One such indexing service is SpringerLink, which provides researchers 

with access to millions of scientific documents from 

journals, books, series, protocols, reference works, and proceedings.8  

                                                                 
8 https://link.springer.com/ (Attachment 1M) (Last visited March 23, 2019) 

https://link.springer.com/search?facet-content-type=%22Journal%22
https://link.springer.com/search?facet-content-type=%22Book%22
https://link.springer.com/search?facet-content-type=%22BookSeries%22
https://link.springer.com/search?facet-content-type=%22Protocol%22
https://link.springer.com/search?facet-content-type=%22ReferenceWork%22
https://link.springer.com/search?facet-content-type=%22ConferenceProceedings%22
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IV. OPINION REGARDING AUTHENTICITY AND PUBLIC 
ACCESSIBILITY 

A. Vipul Gupta, et al., “Complete Computing”. Worldwide 
Computing and Its Applications – WWCA’98. Second 
International Conference, Tsukua, Japan, March 4-5, 1998. 
Proceedings: 174-189. Yoshifumi Masunaga, et al., editors. 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 1368. Springer-Verlag. 
(Gupta) 

1. Authentication 

39. As described above, Gupta is an article by Vipul Gupta, et al., titled 

“Complete Computing” published by Springer-Verlag in Worldwide Computing 

and Its Applications – WWCA’98, Second International Conference, Tsukua, 

Japan, March 4-5, 1998, Proceedings, pages 174-189, published by Springer-

Verlag.  

40. Attachment 1A is a scan provided to me, at my request, on February 

8, 2019 by the Wisconsin TechSearch (WTS) from Cornell University Libraries. 

Attachment 1A includes scans of the front cover; the inside flyleaf to the back 

cover with the stamp of the Cornell University Libraries’ Engineering Library, the 

stamp having a date of July 21, 1998; the title page with Cornell University Library 

inventory bar code; the verso of the title page (copyright page) with ownership 

stamp plus handwritten in pencil the call number QA75.5 .W18x, 1998; the Table 

of Contents; and the Gupta article.  

41. Attachment 1B, Gupta, is also available digitally within SpringerLink: 

https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.lib.purdue.edu/chapter/10.1007/3-540-64216-
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1_48.  Attachment 1B is a download from SpringerLink I made on February 17, 

2019 through Purdue University Libraries.  Paid access is available to Gupta 

through: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/3-540-64216-1_48. 

42. After comparing Attachment 1A and Attachment 1B, I saw no 

difference between the two. Having retrieved Attachment 1A and Attachment 1B 

on my own from reliable sources, a research library (Cornell University Libraries) 

and a research database (SpringerLink), which I and other librarians regularly use, 

I determined that Gupta is an authentic document and reflects a true and accurate 

copy of Gupta. 

2. Public Accessibility 

43. Attachment 1A, received from Wisconsin TechSearch at my request, 

includes a Cornell University Libraries ownership and date stamp of July 21, 1998. 

Based on my experience, I affirm this ownership stamp has the general appearance 

of ownership stamps that libraries have long affixed to items during processing. I 

do not see any indications or have any reason to believe this ownership label was 

made by anyone other than library personnel.  

44. As described above, WorldCat is the world’s largest public online 

catalog. WorldCat is maintained by OCLC and is comprised of records created by 

thousands of libraries that are members of OCLC. The WorldCat record would 

have been available soon after the date in the MARC 008 field, which for this 
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record would have been February 13, 1998. WorldCat provides a user-friendly 

interface for the public to use MARC records and requires no knowledge of 

MARC tags and codes to effectively search for references. WorldCat is easily 

accessible through the internet to all who wish to search it and there are no 

restrictions to a user’s ability to search for references within a particular field. 

45. Attachment 1C is a download from WorldCat for the Worldwide 

Computing and Its Applications – WWCA’98: Second International Conference 

publication. As I discuss above, WorldCat provides unmediated online access to 

bibliographic information to the public. Worldwide Computing and Its 

Applications – WWCA’98: Second International Conference could have been 

located on WorldCat by title; by editor, Y Masunaga; by series, Lecture Notes in 

Computer Science; and by subject: Electronic data processing – Congresses. The 

searches discussed above could have been performed anywhere in the world by 

anyone who accessed WorldCat or its predecessor First Search. Among the 301 

libraries identified as holding Worldwide Computing and Its Applications – the 

WWCA’98 is Cornell University Library.  

46. Attachment 1D is a download I made on February 13, 2019 from the 

Cornell University Libraries OPAC (online catalog). As I have experienced during 

my professional career, it was typical for a research library’s online catalog to 

make the document/book accessible when it was cataloged, in this instance, June 
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24, 1998. A researcher could have located Worldwide Computing and Its 

Applications – WWCA’98 by title; editor, Masunaga, Y. (Yoshifumi); and by 

subject, Electronic data processing – Congresses. It was shelved under the call 

number QA75.5 .W18x 1998. 

47. Attachment 1E is the MARC record for Worldwide Computing and Its 

Applications – WWCA’98 as retrieved from Cornell University Libraries OPAC. 

Cornell University Libraries has designated the 905 field (see 9XX field 

description above) to indicate date of cataloging. The 905 field in this record reads: 

905‡a 19980624120000.0 
 

48. 905 Subfield: “a 19980624…” indicates it was cataloged on June 24, 

1998. This would be consistent with the date stamped on the book, July 21, 1998, 

since it would take time for labeling and for transport to the Engineering Library. 

Document 1 would have been accessible to the public no later than end of July 

1998.  

3. Conclusion 

49. Based on the evidence presented here—publication in the widely held 

publication, online indexing, and library processing and cataloging—it is my 

opinion that Gupta is an authentic document and was publicly accessible no later 

than the end of July 1998.  



 
 

V. CONCLUSION

50. I reserve the right to supplement my opinions in the future to respond

to any arguments that Patent Owner or its expert(s) may raise and to take into account

new information as it becomes available to me.

51. I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true,

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and

that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and

the like so .made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1 00 l.

of Title 18 of the United States Code.

52. Executed this 25‘" day of March 2019 in Williamsburg, Virginia.

 James L. Mullins, PhD  
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Complete Computing *

Vipul Gupta, Gabriel Montenegro and Jeff Ruhr-4:311

Technology Development Group
Sun Microsystems, Inc.

901 San Antonio Road, MS UMPK15-214

Palo Alto, California 94303

Email: {vgupta, gab, jefir} @eng.3un.com

Abstract. Our objective is to enable nomadic and mobile computing, as
well as telecommuting, small—office, and branch-office computing. These
areas have been dealt with extensively in the literature. However, they
have been treated as separate problem spaces and current solutions focus
on solving specific problems in one area while ignoring — or even exacer-
bating — those in another area. These problem spaces must be viewed as
being closely related, and must be addressed in a coherent fashion.
We call this unified vision and architecture Complete Computing.

set of their computing environment. We use the term computing environment
to include both a user’s applications (8.9. document editor] and data (8.9. files,
mail, etc). Maintaining this logical availability may require a combination of
several mechanisms including caching, replication, redirection, repackaging or
even prediction.

A mobile client. is able to connect using a variety of schemes (serial, LAN,
wireless, WAN, through firewalls [5], etc) and is adept at operating in discon-
nected mode. This flexibility gives its user the illusion that information is always
close at hand, and that it follows him or her and presents itself for consumption
independently of the client’s physical or logical location. An important corollary
is that this network model supports both user and terminal mobility, because
the objective is for the information to be available to the user at all times —
though perhaps in varying degrees depending on prevalent. networking and en—
vironmental conditions.

In this paper, the term Mobile Computing represents the ambitious objective
of retaining a user ’s static computing environment (including all existing con-
nections), even while the user and his portable device are moving. It attempts to

* This Work was partly funded by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
of Japan through the Advanced Software Enrichment Project of the Information
Technology Promotion Agency.
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shield the user From the effects of physical or topological movement throughout
the networking i'abric.

In some instances, preserving a user’s computing environment during move—
ment may not be necessary. Instead it may be suflicient to ensure that the user’s

computing environment can be recreated wherever the user moves. This may
require re—initiaizing network connections and/or reestablishing session state. We
use the term. .I'l'omadz'c Computing for these situations.

Remote Computing or Branch Office Computing have similar requirements to
the previous two, in that they involve access to a user’s private computing envi—
ronment (e. g- firewall-protected corporate resources) across a potentially hostile
— or at least uni-rusted ~ public network. Nevertheless, the static - hence, stable
r nature of this kind of computing translates into better resource availability
and richer services.

Finally, Small-Ofii‘ce/Home-Ofiice Computing assumes there are no private
user environments beyond those available locally. The objective is to enable
small, independent work groups. Since they do not belong to a parent organi—
zation, they lack assistance from system administrators and technical support
personnel. Therefore, ease of use is of utmost importance. However, there is still
a need for rich networking and application support.

The diverse areas mentioned above have been dealt with extensively in the
literature but not as a cohesive whole. Our objective is to enable all of these
forms of computing using a common set of tools and solutions. We call this
unified vision and architecture Complete Computing.

By designing similar mechanisms for all these areas, we wish to prevent fur-
ther fragmentation of proposed solutions. Our vision of complete computing has
technology implications in several areas: hardware and software platforms, data
persistence, caching and synchronization, configuration and management, appli-
cations, services, networking, and security.

In this paper we focus primarily on networking and the concomitant secu—
rity issues. We identify the outstanding technical challenges, review proposed
solutions, and discuss their applicability in different situations.

2 Elements of a Solution

For the following discussion, a mobile user is one who needs to access informa-
tion and applications ”on the road", i.e. from different locations (or even while
changing locations) and under varying conditions. Access may be read~only or
read—write and the access device may be personal ( e. g. a portable, personal notes
book or PDA) or communal (e.g. a kiosk at an airport)

2.1 Challenges of Mobility
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 Public kiosk
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a dave- and HTTPS-
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Continuous IP coverage
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Specialty continued device g wit: a Thin
e “ Server

Fig. 1. An overview of the Complete Computing environment

1. Portable devices, as compared to their stationary counterparts, are ” resource
poor” (as. less powerful CPU, fewer I/O devices, smaller screen), and must
manage their resources carefully. Power management is critical for battery-
operated devices. Screen size and keyboard (or lack thereof) may influence
the user interface.

2. Network characteristics like bandwidth and latency fluctuate widely. There—
fore, mobile systems must deal with communication uncertainty ~ including
complete disconnection ~ and adapt gracefully to these and other changes.

(a)

(b)

. Mobility requires different forms of security.

Network Security. Traffic may at times pass through links with ques-
tionable security characteristics. New alternatives may be required for
some traditional security mechanisms that use location information to
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized users. As an example,
many packet—filtering firewalls disallow certain kinds of traffic if it arrives
on an interface facing the general Internet. Such firewalls may need to
be enhanced with strong cryptographic mechanisms so legitimate traffic
from authorized mobile users is allowed irrespective of the interface.

Data and Device Security. As opposed to large, stationary devices safely
locked up in an office, lightweight, portable devices are frequently used
in public places. Hence, they are prone to being destroyed, lost or stolen.
Consequently, encryption and secure backups are used to prevent sub-
version or loss of data.
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2.2 Agile Networking

In today’s fast-paced information society, it is inconceivable to think that a

mobile user can always carry all the information he needs on the local storage
of his personal computing device. Typically, the information of interest will be
distributed across a multitude of other hosts connected to a network. This im—
mediately highlights the need for a mobile user to attach to a network, establish
a communication path to the desired server and exchange information under a
variety of conditions.

Consider a salesperson who, over the course of a few hours, uses a portable
notebook in different networking modes —— wireline LAN at his office, a differ-
ent wireline LAN in a conference room, wireless LAN at the company cafeteria,
Wireless WAN at the airport, and a POTS modem connection at a hotel. Typi—
cally, each situation requires reconfiguration of the device. These configuration
parameters may include IP address, network mask, default router, DNS server
name, local printer, etc. In an ideal situation, most (if not all) of the necessary
changes would be transparent to the end user and occur with minimal disrup-
tion. Newer protocols like DHCP [7], Mobile IP [21] and SLP [24] hold great
promise for solving this challenge.

2.3 Disconnected Operation

Of course, there will be periods when a mobile user may not have access to
any network or the cost of connecting to a network may be prohibitively high
(as in an airplane). Support for disconnected operation is imperative for such
situations. The user should be able to cache applications and data 2 in his current

” working set” onto local, non-volatile storage and, at a later point, reconcile any
changes made locally against other copies on the network. While a number of

research groups have made encouraging progress in this particular area [16],
mature industry~wide standards are still lacking.

2.4 Adaptivity

We anticipate the development of several classes of mobile computing devices
differing in their CPU power, display size, screen resolution, input devices etc.
While these characteristics do not change during the lifetime of a device, others
such as network bandwidth and latency, remaining battery power, and available
storage are more dynamic and applications could benefit from adapting to such
changes. A web browser could turn oil" automatic downloading of in—line im-
ages when available network bandwidth drops. Such applications would benefit
from a framework that supports adaptivity. This requires at least two essential
components: (i) a database which contains current values of various system pa—
rameters, and (ii) mechanisms by which applications can either poll these values
or subscribe to events corresponding to parameter changes.

2 Java, with its ability to abstract away CPU and OS-specific differences holds great
promise for realizing a. vision in which applications, not. just data, can be exchanged
freely between all kinds of devices.
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2.5 Firewalls and Virtual Private Networks

Corporate employees comprise a significant proportion of the mobile user com-
munity so allowing their access to corporate resources from rel-note locations is
an important requirement. At present, access over PSTN (e. 3;. using PPP [23]
with PAP/CRAP) is by far the most popular choice. In the near future, remote
access mechanisms that use the Internet (rather than PSTN) for their transport
are likely to become pOpular. These mechanisms offer significant savings in in-
frastructure costs and toll charges by tunneling packets between the end user
and the corporate network through the Internet. Clearly, security is an impor-
tant concern in this situation. Strong cryptographic mechanisms are required
to ensure that only authorized users gain access to company resources and all
sensitive information is hidden from eavesdroppers. Tunneling service may be
provided at Layer 2 or Layer 3 and both avenues are being pursued within the
IETF.

Many organisations deploy firewalls between their network and the Internet.
Firewalls use filtering rules and/or cryptographic mechanisms to selectively block
network traffic. Internet-based remote access mechanisms must accommodate
the presence of firewalls at a corporate network’s periphery. Here again, several
efforts are underway within the IETF to address the issue of firewall traversal
[6, 9, 18, 19]. The first interuet-draft on the list [6] outlines how mobile hosts
can establish Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) with their corporate networks
using IP Security (IPSec) [13, 14, 15, 12, 17, 2 ]. Other proposals on the list
add mobility support using Mobile IP and can be used to create Mobile VPNs
(MVPNs). The additional mobility support allows transport level connections
to be maintained across moves. The three MVPN mechanisms differ in the key-
management protocols they use [2, 12], the requirements they impose on firewalls,
and packet header overhead. Unlike TSP [18], the proposals described in [9, 10,
19] do not require firewalls to understand Mobile IP registrations. 0n the other
hand, by requiring firewalls to understand Mobile IP registrations, TSP is able
reduce the header overhead on network traffic.

2.6 Web Based Remote Access

All of the above firewall traversal mechanisms are aimed at providing IP level
access to all applications even when the mobile host is outside its corporate net—
work. For situations where access to specific applications is sufficient, SSL [8] due
to its wide availability may provide a better alternative. The basic idea involves
an application—specific proxy at the firewall. The proxy replaces direct communi-
cation between a client applet and a server with two separate connections: (i) one
between the applet and the proxy, and (ii) another between the proxy and the
server. Communication between the applet and the proxy is secured using SSL
as the underlying transport. Since the applet can be downloaded from the same
host as the proxy, communication between them may use a proprietary proto-
col without introducing interoperability problems. For instance, this proprietary
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protocol may be Specially tuned for low-bandwidth links. Communication be

tween the proxy and server still utilizes regular, Well established protocols, ag.
IMAPV4, SMTP, HTTP, telnet, etc so no changes are required on the server side.
A major advantage of this architecture is that the near-ubiquity of Java- and
SSL—capahle browsers eliminates the need to carry a personal device. A salesper-
son can walk up to any host, a kiosk or even a client’s workstation, and use its
browser to gain secure access to specific applications on his corporate network.
The server is authenticated through SSL’s certificate exchange mechanism and
one-time passwords can be used to authenticate the user to the proxy host.

Whatever mechanism is chosen for secure, Internet—based access, it is impor-
tant that existing applications be able to benefit from it with minimal changes.
The Java application environment supports the notion of a socket factory which
can be used to iSolate applications from specific details of the packet processing
required for firewall traversal.

3 Lightweight Devices and Personal Mobility

Our objective is to enable people to access their network resources independent
from any of the following:

1. Physical location,

2. Internet access method,
3. Device used.

The last item will grow in importance with the deployment of internet kiosks,
web-enabled hotel rooms, public internet terminals and similar devices. Device
independence — besides being a desired objective ~ is sometimes necessary. For
example, the user may not have authorization to connect any device he may be
carrying to the existing network infrastructure: one company’s employee may be
forced to use existing devices at another company’s premises.

3.1 Minimum Set of Platform Requirements

This mode of access must make very few assumptions about the underlying plat—
form. We have arrived at the following elements which we believe are ubiquitous
or nearly so, and enable remote access mechanisms at the transport layer and
above.

1. HTML

2. HTTP and HTTP over SSL (HTTPS)
3. Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

An important consideration in arriving at this minimum set of requirements
is that, prior to arriving at the remote site, no client software installation is
required. Instead, any necessary client—side software is downloaded and eXecuted
dynamically on the JVM . Given that client platforms are notorious for their lack
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of reliability, modifying the configuration in any significant manner dramatically
increases the possibility of software conflicts, lock ups and panics. It is generally
recognized that executing Java byte code within the confines of the JVM is very
effective in safeguarding the client against rogue software. What is not generally
recognized is that, by virtue of leaving drivers and kernel code untouched and
by limiting the capabilities of the code to those allowed by the J VM, bytecode
execution also protects the machine from its own unreliability.

Another objective in arriving at a minimum set of platform requirements is
that security must not be compromised. Thanks to Java’s ability to dynamically
download and execute code, basic SSL (HTTPS) services become the foundation
for secure remote access mechanisms.

3.2 Distributed Cryptographic Infrastructure

With Java, it is possible to engage in international secure transactions and net—
working without contravening any laws.

Regulations concerning cryptographic technology vary from country to coun-
try. For example, in the US. strict export controls must be abidecl by. In France,
use of cryptography by individuals is severely limited. Furthermore, governments
may express these policies in ambiguous terms as a further deterrent to the dis-
semination of cryptography. Given this confusing landscape, it is obvious that
for international corporations — particularly those implementing virtual private
networks on the Internet -— and for security-conscious travelers, divining the set
of regulations valid in any given situation, and complying with it is a daunting
task. Traditionally a user installs security software onto his laptop. As this user
travels across international borders, he may have to uninstall and subsequently
reinstall the software. Besides being cumbersome, this negatively affects the sta-
bility of the portable device, precisely at the time when the user is traveling and
system administration resources are not available.

Java allows the just-in-tz'mc downloading of the — potentially digitally signed
- cryptographic software, and its subsequent installation and execution under
the watchful vigilance of the JVM. Having done this, the client is able to es-
tablish Secure communications with its corporation’s public server, and use it
as a gateway into its private network. Notice that thanks to digital signatures,
the client need not download the cryptographic software from the same machine
that it then uses as a gateway into its network.

For example, suppose a US. user travels to Switzerland. and then accesses
his corporation’s world wide web site using the https protocol. The ensuing SSL
negotiation selects a cipher that is common to the server and the client in order
to encrypt the traffic. Assuming that the remote user is a law-abiding individ—
ual, the list of ciphers available at the client does not include strong encryption.
For example, instead of R04 encryption with a 128—bit key, the client may only
have export-grade RC4 encryption with a 40-bit key. At this point, the client
may choose to download a stronger cipher. However, it does so from a server in
Switzerland, completes the SSL negotiation, and is able to secure the communi-
cations with the gateway in the US. using RC4 encryption with a 128—bit key.
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Since the gateway machine in the U.S. never supplies the cryptographic code,
export restrictions do not apply. At the same time, the local cryptographic code
server in Switzerland enforces whatever local policies may apply. Currently, the
US. government does not restrict encrypted traflic with off—shore sites, it only
restricts exporting the technology to encrypt the traffic. 3

Of course, the local government might impose additional restrictions on the
use of cryptography. For example, if the visitor happens to be in France, his
client will have no preinstalled ciphers, and any attempt to download them frOm
a local ” security” server would allow the latter to impose local regulations. The
user might be informed that cryptography is disallowed, and that any traffic
exchanged with the gateway for the US. corporation would be in cleartext. At
this point, the gateway could impose its own policies and reject the request for
remote access from the visitor in France. Alternatively, it could limit the remote
user ’5 access rights for the duration of the session.

As can be seen, these security servers take on the responsibility of enforcing
local cryptographic policy, thus relieving the users from this onerous task. This
constitutes a perfectly legal, distributed cryptographic infrastructure to secure
traffic across international borders.

3.3 Configurable Socket Factory and RAFT URLs

There is no standard for internet remote access into corporate or private net~
works. The task of traversing the corporate firewall may be accomplished in
several ways: specific gateway software, 1P security (as it is being defined by
the IETF), SSL mechanisms, HTTPS tunneling, SOCKS, etc. However, none of
the firewall traversal mechanisms will prevail completely. RAFT (Remote Ac-
cess and Firewall Traversal) URLs recognize this fact, and provide a naming and
encapsulation scheme that shields applications from particularities.

RAFT URLs have the following formats:

raft-<1 rafi—iype>.‘//< traversal-point)» :[< oiher-info>]
rafl:generic-arl

Where the different parts have this meaning:

raft: This indicates that the URL that follows is a handle into a registry of
remote access schemes.

raft—type: The name giVen to a specific firewall traversal or remote access
method. Raft types denote very specific methods. For example, the use of IP
layer 3 tunnels with SKIP, using an extended mobile registration protocol
for dynamic tunnel set-up might be one such scheme. Another one might be
a mechanism based on HTTPS tunneling.

traversal-point: This is a firewall, gateway or remote access server with which
the system must negotiate access. Discovery of the traversal point is beyond
the scope of this note.

3 However, the cipher downloaded from the Swiss site must have been implemented
without any aid from the US.
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other-info: This is a scheme-specific initialization string. The scheme may im-
ply further round-trip times before access is granted. This string is just a first
step. It does not necessarily have to be used. The format of this parameter
is defined by the scheme.

generic-ml: Any possible URL as defined in [3].

A RAFT URL does not designate a data object, but rather a means to nego-
tiate access through a traversal point to establish contact with private resources.

RAFT URLs are useful because no one method of remote access is likely
to dominate. RAFT enables the specific form of remote access to be abstract-ed
away from the applications that need the connectivity. It now becomes a two-part
process:

1. Discovery of a RAFT URL.

This may be accomplished, for example, by any of these methods:

(a) The user visits a special Web page and as part of the login process,
authenticates itself to the gateway or firewall by any of these mechanisms:

i. Client‘side SSL authentication.

ii. Hardware-assisted authentication using challenge-response schemes.
iii. One-time passwords.

The web server grants access by sending some relevant information to
the client. A RAFT URL may be part of this information sent by the
web server. The code that implements the mechanisms called for by the
RAFT URL may be pro—installed on the device. Otherwise, the client
may, at this time, download the code necessary to interpret and carry
out the necessary operations for firewall traversal under the specified
RAFT URL.

(b) The appropriate RAFT URL is produced by querying a directory service
such as LDAP, Service Location Protocol or DNS.

(c) The possible RAFT URLs (and relevant. code to execute them) are pre
configured into the mobile device. The system is set up for the current
environment by choosing among the possible RAFT URLs. This may
happen direct by the user’s choosing from a menu among the possible
RAFT URLs, or by some event notification mechanism informing the
system.

2. Once the RAFT URL is discovered, it must be used by the system to set
its default fireWall traversal mechanisms accordingly. The implementation of
this step and its transparency to applications is, of course, highly dependent
on the system’s software platform. As an example, a system may use the
RAFT URL to set its socket factory appropriately. Applications built to the
standard Java socket interface in package jasanei need not be aware of the
exact mechanisms involved.

Notice that from the point of view of the applications, the socket factory
itself does not change, rather its internal behavior does.
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Introducing this abstraction allows any type of firewall traversal or remote

access scheme to be integrated into the platform, separately from the applications
that use the network connection.

At this time, the gateway or firewall becomes a proxy so the remote client
can access the private network.

3.4 Personal Mobility

Since the mechanisms outlined above rely on very widely deployed technologies
(Java, HTTP, SSL), they also enable personal mobility. For example, a user
can walk up to any public Internet terminal, and after properly authenticating
himself to the relevant gateway, gain access into his private network.

Some words of caution are in order. This technology only secures the link
between the client and the gateway machine. Once the data arrives at the client
it is presented in cleartext for the user’s consumption. A trojan horse client can
easily collect the data at this point.

4 Specially Configured Devices

This section examines the “road warrior” or “power user” scenario which is
distinguished by a user’s ability to carry a specially configured portable device.
The user is no longer bound by the constraints of communal devices, like kiosks,
which generally offer minimal functionality. In what follows, we present a list of
software solutions we consider important for power users.

Perhaps the most basic requirement of mobile users is the ability to change
their point of attachment to the Internet with minimal disruption. Doing so typ-
ically involves changing several network configuration parameters. This task can
be greatly simplified by a piece of software we call network switcher. It allows
users to specify multiple “network profiles” (6.3}. one for their office and another
for their ISP at home) and switch to a pre—stored profile quickly and conve-
niently. The software can also initiate DHCP and gather necessary configuration
parameters that way rather than through pre—specified profiles.

Whenever the IP address of a device changes, previously established transport-
level connections are normally lost. Mobile IP allows a mobile device to be reach-
able at a fixed IP address (called its home address) irrespective of its current
point of attachment to the Internet. Transport level connections established with
the home address are preserved across moves. However, unlike PPP and DHCP,
Mobile IP is a fairly new protocol and the required infrastructure (comprising
mobility agents and client—side software) is not widely deployed.

When a mobile host is moved to a new network, it may need to discover
resources like network printers or HTTP proxies in its immediate vicinity. The
Service Location Protocol (SLP) is ideally suited to this task. In some situations,
LDAP [25] which is more widely deployed may provide adequate functionality.

Connecting to the Internet and finding local resources is just one part of the
overall challenge. Mobile users should also be able to access remote resources
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within firewall-protected private networks, 6.9. a corporate network. This re-
quires setting up a secure communication channel across a public network like
the Internet, is. a Virtual Private Network (VPN). The concept of tunneling is
central to VPN solutions. It refers to the practice of encapsulating one protocol
in another. This might be necessary in order to carry non-1P traffic (6. 9. [PX or
Appletalk) across the Internet, or even to carry an encrypted. packet within an-
other packet directed at an intervening firewall. Tunneling service may either be
provided at Layer 2 or at Layer 3. Layer 2 tunneling mechanisms (e.9. L2TP [11])
transfer PPP packets (encapsulating 1P, [PX etc) across the Internet or other
transport media. Layer 3 tunneling mechanisms, on the other hand, directly
encapsulate network layer packets (3.9. IP, IPX) in IF. A number of Layer-3
tunneling protocols have been proposed (TEP [4], TSP [18]) that extend the
basic Mobile IP protocol to allow chaining of multiple tunnel segments. All of
these tunneling proposals ([11, 4, 18]) rely on IPSec to provide confidentiality,
integrity and authenticity when the transport medium is the Internet. Currently,
L2TP seems to have captured the largest mindshare among VPN technologies.
Nevertheless, we feel that Layer 3 tunneling offers a superior solution especially
when the underlying transport is the Internet. These advantages include:

-— Better bandwidth utilization. Running protocol X over PPP over UDP (as
with L2TP across the Internet) is less efficient than running protocol X
directly over IP. (X may be IP, IPX etc)

— Greater reliability. With layer-two tunneling, each end point maintains a
PPP state machine (including timers and retransmission logic) across a “sim-
ulated serial line”. Unlike a real serial line, end points of the simulated line
are often separated by large distances and/or many hops with only best effort
delivery. As such, the PPP connections are prone to timeouts and frequent
resets.

If multi-protocol support is considered unimportant, IPSec alone can go a
long way in solving the secure, remote access problem. From a deployment per-
spective, it is perhaps easier to establish secure tunnels that extend from a
corporate network’s periphery to an ISP rather than all the way to the end-user
device. The latter requires IPSec software on the portable device but offers the
following advantages:4

— End-users are free to connect to their corporate network irrespective of the
ISP used to ”get on to the Internet”.

5 Corporations do not need to establish a trust relationship with lSPs, they
only need to trust their own employees. A corporation in may be willing to
trust an ISP based in the same country but may not be willing to trust an
ISP based in another country even if the two ISPs are members of a roam-
ing consortia. One can also think of several situations where an employee
may connect to the Internet through a ”provider” that has no prior agree-
ments with the user’s corporation. Examples of such ”internet providers”

4 As IPSec standards mature, we expect operating system vendors to bundle this
functionality, greatly alleviating the deployment challenge.
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include urdsersities or temporary ”terminal rooms” provided at academic
and industry conferences.

IPSec basal remote access requires an IPSec—capable node within the corpo-
rate firewall ratsnplex. Filtering and access control rules should be set up so that
IPSec packets. and others necessary for establishing security associations, can be
exchanged freeiy between this node and the general Internet. The address of this

”IPSec gateway” must be known to external mobile hosts. The exact discovery
mechanism is irrelevant to the subsequent discussion. Manual configuration and
DNS lookUp (e. 9. using KX records [1]) are just two of the possible alternatives.

Very often, corporate networks use private addresses that are not advertised

to the general Internet. Furthermore, internal routers are generally unaware of
external addresses and return ”ICMP unreachable” messages for such destina-
tions (assuming they do not use default routing). This creates the challenge of
ensuring end-to-end delivery between a host with an internal address (ag. corpo—
rate file— or mail-server) and a host connected to the Internet using an external
address. There are two basic approaches to this problem:

1. The first approach adds Network Address Translation (NAT) functionality
at the IPSec gateway. After authenticating arriving packets, and before in-
jecting them into the private network, the gateway does a NAT operation,
replacing the external source address with its own IP address (the gateway
may be assigned a range of internal addresses). This way when an internal
host responds, it uses a destination address that is ”valid” inside the cor—

porate network. The response packet reaches the IPSec gateway, undergoes
a. reverse address translation, and IPSec processing before it is sent to the
remote host [6].

Inserting NAT in the communication path can “break” certain applications.
Some applications carry network address information (IP address and/or
TCP/‘UDP port) as part of the their payload and performing NAT for such
packets can get complicated, e. 9. replacing the IP address or port information
in the application payload may require adjustments to the IP packet length.
Certain NAT implementations go to great lengths to accommodate these
applications while others simply let them fail silently. Similarly, applications
in which an internal host must initiate connections (rather than the external
host) are also harder to support and may require workarounds, 3.9. FTP’s
passive mode may need to be turned on.

In spite of these limitations, this approach is quite attractive as it requires
nothing more than IPSec on the portable device. Even the internal hosts do
not require any changes.

2. Another option for preventing the exposure of external addresses to internal
routers is to use an extra level of IP-in-IP tunneling between the IPSec: gate—
way and the internal host. This requires the internal host (or a proxy such
as a Mobile IP home agent) to support IP—in-IP encapsulation and decap-
sulation. The principal advantage of this approach is that it transparently
enables all applications and can be easily extended to work with Mobile IP
[9, 10, 18, 19].
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The portable device must also be responsible for securing the private network,
because it extends its periphery. Therefore, it must implement some firewall
capabilities, otherwiSe, any malicious individual that gains access to it will have
gained access to the private network as well.

5 Enabling Groups of Users

We have also been investigating mechanisms to support small teams of mo-
bile users traveling together. Disaster recovery teams offer an excellent example
of this scenario. Another example may be a sales team traveling together that
wishes to set up a “temporary branch office” of their corporation at a convention
center. These situations call for “thin servers” around which a small network can
be quickly established. This network may be based on either wireless or wireline
LAN technologies. We have prototyped such a device and call it a Remote Site

Server (RSS). An RSS can fulfill the booting, configuration, security, and routing
needs of an assortment of connected clients. It oilers DHCP, DNS, Mail, web-
caching, file-sharing and firewall services. It also acts as a router to the outside
world and can provide both netwmk address translation (NAT) and secure com-
munication capabilities. The NAT feature is handy for hiding multiple hosts on
a private network behind a single ISP—provided' IP address. All communication
involving any of the hosts behind the thin server appears to originate from the
thin server. This communication can either be in the clear or secured through
IP-level or higher-level encryption and authentication, when necessary. The same
VPN technologies that were described earlier (see Section 4) for connecting in-
dividual remote hosts to private networks are also applicable here. A variety
of Internet connectivity options are supported including ethernet and dial-up
PPP. Since the task of establishing Internet connectivity, negotiating network
access across firewalls, and wardng off hackers is off-loaded to the thin server,
individual clients behind it need not concern themselves with any of the associ-
ated complexities. One may think of the RSS as a power-device (See Section 4)
enhanced with server software to support protected workgroups.

The RSS feature—set is also a good match for small-office or home-office

(SOHO) computing. These offices can be viewed as less volatile, or smaller,
variations of ” temporary” branch offices. These situations can benefit from most
of the capabilities of the RSS but may not need the VPN capabilities. For ex-
ample, a small, independently owned flower shop may not have a “parent" office
with which it may need to establish secure channels.

One possible use of our remote site server is in supporting multiple satellite
offices of a corporation. In any large deployment of these systems, ensuring
that each is installed correctly and with the latest software packages is a major
undertaking. We have addressed these issues in several ways.

We have developed a framework for automating the installation, upgrade
and configuration of software packages on the thin server This framework or-
ganizes different software packages into distinct clusters. Each cluster can be
independently installed and, if an older version of the cluster is detected, it can
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be automatically upgraded with a newer version. The framework stores con—

figuration information separately from the software. This allows a pre—existing
configuration to be reused with the newly updated software and eliminates the
overhead of unnecessary reconfiguration. The thin server offers an HTML form-

based administrative interface. As such, there is no need to connect a monitor

to the thin server, and it can be managed from any device equipped with a web
browser- In some cases, troubleshooting or special administration tasks may re-
quire complete shell access to the thin server. Our prototype oil'ers telnet access
(through a Java applet) to administrators on the local network and Secure Shell
(SSH) login for remote administrators.

6 Conclusion

We have presented our vision of a Complete Computing environment. We leverage
a common set of mechanisms to enable mobile, nomadic, remote, branch. oflice
and small office computing, hitherto addressed as disparate problems. From a
user-centric point of view, the important distinctions are not directly related
to any of the aforementioned modes of computing, but to the characteristics

of the device used. Table 1 correlates the type of device to the user experience
it afi'ords. In all cases, the first step is to establish a communication path to
the private network by (1) hopping on the internet, and (2) negotiating access
past the corporate firewall. Having done this, the user (or the device on the
user’s behalf) has obtained access to the resources within the private network.
However, the level of service with which these resources are now available reflect
the characteristics of the device used by the remote user.

Using a Java and HTTPS enabled device allows the maximum degree of no-
madicity. The user is able to use almost any portable computing device, and
may not, in fact, carry one with him. These devices allow personal mobility in
addition to nomadicity. However, the task of hopping on the internet is typically
done by dialing into an ISP. This does not constitute automatic network con—
figuration, as the user still has to worry about phone numbers, baud rate, and
similar parameters.5 Similarly, the firewall traversal is an explicit phase in which
the user has to authenticate itself before gaining access to the private resources.
Having accomplished this, the user is able to access but a handful of applications
from the private network.

Specially configured devices also use [SP accounts to hop on the internet,
Using IPSec mechanisms may make it easier to negotiate access past the firewall,
but this step still exists. However, the level of application support improves
considerably. Using these types of devices, it is possible to establish network
level connections with the application servers within the private network. Full
mobility is now possible.

Finally, devices that provide group support shield their clients from direct
internet usage. Group support devices, such as our Remote Site Server create

5 Strictly speaking, it is possible to establish internet presence by completely automatic
means such as DHCP. However, typical ISP accounts do not yet allow this,
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a protected workgroup safely ensconced away from the intimidating internet. A
device within the protected workgroup benefits from automatic network config-
uration via DHCP support at the thin server. Likewise, the latter performs any
required firewall negotiation on behalf of its clients. Given that the connection

mechanisms used by the thin server to access serVers in the corporate network
are identical to those used by specially configured devices, the clients in the
protected workgroup also enjoy a very high level of service.

Table 1. Modes of access when away {tom the the home network
 

Java and HTTPS

enabled browser

Specially configured

Device User Experience
Requirements Establishing a Level of Service

communication path

Auto. Implicit Some apps All or most All applications
network firewall (web based) apps (nomadic (mobile mode)
config. traversal mode)
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Abstract. Our objective is to enable nomadic and mobile computing, as

well as telecommuting, small-office, and branch‘office computing. These
areas have been dealt with extensively in the literature. However, they
have been treated as separate problem spaces and current solutions focus

on solving specific problems in one area while ignoring — or even exacer-
bating u those in another area. These problem spaces must be viewed as

being closely related, and must be addressed in a coherent fashion.

We call this unified vision and architecture Complete Computing.

1 Vision

As people navigate or relocate throughout the ocean of information that sur-

rounds them [Figure 1), they wish to maintain logical availability of some sub-

set of their computing environment. We use the term computing environment

to include both a user’s applications (6.9. document editor) and data [13.9. files,

mail, etc). Maintaining this logical availability may require a combination of

several mechanisms including caching, replication, redirection, repackaging or

even prediction.

A mobile client. is able to connect using a variety of schemes (serial, LAN,

wireless, WAN, through firewalls [5], etc) and is adept at operating in discon—
nected mode. This flexibility gives its user the illusion that information is always

close at hand, and that it. follows him or her and presents itself for consumption

independently of the client’s physical or logical location. An important corollary

is that this network model supports both user and terminal mobility, because

the objective is for the information to be available to the user at all times —

though perhaps in varying degrees depending on prevalent networking and en-
vironmental conditions.

In this paper= the term Motifs Computing represents the ambitious objective

of retaining a user’s static computing environment [including all existing con-

nections), even while the user and his portable cleVice are moving. It attempts to

* This work was partly funded by the Ministry of International Trade and Industryr
of Japan through the Advanced Software Enrichment Project of the Information

Technology Promotion Agency.
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shield the user from the effects of physical or topological movement throughout

the networking fabric.

In some instances, preserving a user’s computing environment during move-

ment may not. be necessary. Instead it may be sufficient to ensure that the user ’5

computing environment can be recreated wherever the user moves. This may

require rainitiating network connections and/or reestablishing session state. We

use the term Nomadic Competing for these situations.

Remote Computing or Branch Oflicc Computing have similar requirements to

the previous two, in that they involve access to a user’s private computing envi-

ronment (e.g. firewall-protected corporate resources) across a potentially hostile
— or at least untrusted - public network. Nevertheless, the static — hence, stable

— nature of this kind of computing translates into better resource availability
and richer services.

Finally, Small-Oflicc/Eome-Oflice Computing assumes there are no private

user environments beyond those available locally. The objective is to enable

small, independent work groups. Since they do not belong to a parent organi-

zation, they lack assistance from system administrators and technical support

personnel. Therefore, ease of use is of utmost importance. HOWever, there is still

a need for rich networking and application support.

The diverse areas mentioned above have been dealt with extensively in the

literature but not as a cohesive whole. Our objective is to enable all of these

forms of computing using a common set of tools and solutions. We call this

unified vision and architecture Complete Computing.

By designing similar mechanisms for all these areas, we wish to prevent fur-

ther fragmentation of proposed solutions. Our vision of complete computing has

technology implications in several areas; hardware and software platforms, data

persistence, caching and synchronization, configuration and management, appli-

cations, services, networking, and security.

In this paper we focus primarily on networking and the concomitant secu-

rity issues. We identify the outstanding technical challenges, review proposed

solutions, and discuss their applicability in different situations.

2 Elements of a Solution

For the following discussion, a mobile user is one who needs to access informa-

tion and applications ”on the road”, i.e. from different locations (or even while

changing locations) and under varying conditions. Access may be read—only or

read-write and the access device may be personal (6.9. a portable, personal note-

book or PDA) or communal (my. a kiOsk at an airport).

2.1 Challenges of Mobility

Mobility imposes certain fundamental constraints which affect all aspects of

computing.
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Fig. 1. An overview of the Complete Computing environment

1. Portable devices, as compared to their stationary counterparts, are ” resource

poor” (3.9. less powerful CPU, fewer [/0 devices, smaller screen], and must

manage their resources carefully. Power management is critical for battery-

operated devices. Screen size and keyboard (or lack thereof) may influence
the user interface.

. Network characteristics like bandwidth and latency fluctuate widely. There-

fore, mobile systems must deal with communication uncertainty — including

complete disconnection — and adapt gracefully to these and other changes.

(a)

. Mobility requires different forms of security.

Network Security. Traflic may at times pass through links with ques-

tionable security characteristics. New alternatives may he required for

some traditional security mechanisms that use location information to

distinguish hetWeen authorized and unauthorized users. As an example,

many packet-filtering firewalls disallow certain kinds of traffic if it arrives

on an interface facing the general Internet. Such firewalls may need to

be enhanced with strong cryptographic mechanisms so legitimate traffic

from authorized mobile users is allowed irrespective of the interface.

Data and Device Security. As opposed to large, stationary devices safely

locked up in an office, lightweight, portable devicm are frequently used

in public places. Hence, they are prone to being destroyed, lost or stolen.

Consequently, encryption and secure backups are used to prevent sub-
version or loss of data.
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2.2 Agile Networking

In today’s fast-paced information society, it is inconceivable to think that a

mobile user can always carry all the information he needs on the local storage

of his personal computing device. Typically, the information of interest will be
distributed across a multitude of other hosts connected to a network. This im-

mediately highlights the need for a mobile user to attach to a network, establish

a communication path to the desired server and exchange information under a

variety of conditions.

Consider a salesperson who, over the course of a few hours, uses a portable

notebook in different networking modes — wireline LAN at his ofiice, a differ-

ent wireline LAN in a conference room, wireless LAN at the companyr cafeteria,

wireless WAN at the airport, and a POTS modem connection at a hotel. Typi~

cally, each situation requires reconfiguration of the device. These configuration

parameters may include IP address, network mask, default router, DNS server

name, local printer, etc. In an ideal situation, most (if not all) of the necessary

changes would be transparent to the end user and occur with minimal disrup-

tion. Newer protocols like DHCP [7], Mobile IP [21] and 3er [24] hold great

promise for solving this challenge.

2.3 Disconnected Operation

Of course, there will be periods when a mobile user may not have access to

any network or the cost of connecting to a network may be prohibitively high

(as in an airplane). Support for disconnected operation is imperative for such
situations. The user should be able to cache applications and data 2 in his current

” working set” onto local, non-volatile storage and, at a later point, reconcile any

changes made locally against other copies on the network. While a number of

research groups have made encouraging progress in this particular area [16],
mature industry—wide standards are still lacking.

2.4 Adaptivity

We anticipate the development of several classes of mobile computing devices

differing in their CPU power, display size, screen resolution, input devices etc.

While these characteristics do not change during the lifetime ofa device, others

such as network bandwidth and latency, remaining battery power, and available

storage are more dynamic and applications could benefit from adapting to such

changes. A Web brorvser could turn off automatic downloading of in—line im-

ages when available network bandwidth drops. Such applications would benefit

from a framework that supports adaptivity. This requires at least two essential

components: [i] a database which contains current values of various system pa-

rameters, and (ii) mechanisms by which applications can either poll these values

or subscribe to events corresponding to parameter changes.

2 Java, with its ability to abstract away CPU and OS-specific differences holds great
promise for realizing a vision in which applications, not just data, can be exchanged
freely between all kinds of devices.
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2.5 Firewalls and Virtual Private Networks

Corporate employees comprise a significant proportion of the mobile user com-

munity so allowing their access to corporate resources from remote locations is

an important requirement. At present, access over PSTN (6.9. using PF? [23]

with PAP/CRAP) is by far the most popular choice. In the near future, remote

access mechanisms that use the Internet (rather than PSTN) for their tranSport

are likely to become popular. These mechanisms offer significant savings in in-

frastructure costs and toll charges by tunneling packets between the end user

and the corporate network through the Internet. Clearly, security is an impor-

tant concern in this situation. Strong cryptographic mechanisms are required

to ensure that only authorized users gain access to company resources and all

sensitive information is hidden from eavesdroppers. Tunneling service may be

provided at Layer 2 or Layer 3 and both avenues are being pursued within the
lETF.

Many organisations deploy firewalls between their network and the Internet.

Firewalls use filtering rules and/or cryptographic mechanisms to selectively block
network traffic. Internet-based remote access mechanisms must accommodate

the presence of firewalls at a corporate network’s periphery. Here again, several

efforts are underway within the IETF to address the issue of firewall traversal

[5, 9, 18, 19]. The first internet—draft on the list [5] outlines how mobile hosts

can establish Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) with their corporate networks

using IP Security (IPSec) [13, 14, 15, 12, 17, ‘20]. Other proposals on the list
add mobility support using Mobile IP and can be used to create Mobile VPNs

(MVPNs). The additional mobility support allows transport level connections

to be maintained across moves. The three MVPN mechanisms differ in the key—

management protocols they use [2, 12], the requirements they impose on firewalls,

and packet header overhead. Unlike TSP [18], the proposals described in [9, ll],
19] do not require firewalls to understand Mobile IP registrations. On the other

hand, by requiring firewalls to understand Mobile IP registrations, TSP is able
reduce the header overhead on network traffic.

2.6 Web Based Remote Access

All of the above firewall traversal mechanisms are aimed at providing [P level

access to all applications even when the mobile host is outside its corporate net-

wurlr. For situations where accesss to specific applications is sufficient, SSL [8] due
to its wide availability may provide a better alternative. The basic idea involves

an application-specific proxy at the firewall. The proxy replaces direct communi-

cation between a client applet and a server with tw0 separate connections: (i) one

between the applet and the proxy, and (ii) another betWeen the proxy and the

server. Communication between the applet and the proxy is secured using SSL

as the underlying transport. Since the applet can be downloaded from the same

host as the proxy, communication between them may use a proprietary proto-

col without introducing interoperability problems. For instance, this proprietary
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protocol may be specially tuned for low-bandwidth links. Communication be—

tween the proxy and server still utilises regular, well established protocols, 6.9.

IMAPv4, SMTP, HTTP, telnet, etc so no changes are required on the server side.

A major advantage of this architecture is that the near-ubiquity of J ava- and

SSL-capable browsers eliminates the need to carry a personal device. A salesper~

son can walk up to any host, a kiosk or even a client’s workstation, and use its

browser to gain secure access to specific applications on his corporate network.

The server is authenticated through SSL’s certificate exchange mechanism and

one~time passwords can be used to authenticate the user to the proxy host.

Whatever mechanism is chosen for secure, Internet—based access, it is impor—

tant that existing applications be able to benefit from it with minimal changes.

The Java application environment supports the'notion of a socket factory which

can be used to isolate applications from specific details of the packet processing

required for firewall traversal.

3 Lightweight Devices and Personal Mobility

Our objective is to enable people to access their network resources independent

from any of the following:

1. Physical location,

2. Internet access method,
3. Device used.

The last item will grow in importance with the deployment of internet kiosks,

web-enabled hotel rooms, public internet terminals and similar devices. Device

independence — besides being a desired objective -— is sometimes necessary. For

example, the user may not have authorization to connect any device he may be

carrying to the existing network infrastructure: one company ’s employee may be

forced to use existing devices at another company’s premises.

3.1 Minimum Set of Platform Requirements

This mode of access must make very few assumptions about the underlying plat-

form. We have arrived at the following elements which we believe are ubiquitous

or nearly so, and enable remote access mechanisms at the transport layer and
above.

1. HTML

2. HTTP and HTTP over SSL (HTTPS)

3. Java Virtual Machine (J VM]

An important consideration in arriving at this minimum set of requirements

is that, prior to arriving at the remote site, no client software installation is

required. Instead, any necessary client-side software is downloaded and executed

dynamically on the JVM. Given that client platforms are notorious for their lack
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of reliability, modifying the configuration in any significant manner dramatically

increases the possibility of software conflicts, lock ups and panics. It is generally

recognized that executing Java byte code within the confines of the JVM is very

effective in safeguarding the client against rogue software. What is not generally

recognized is that, by virtue of leaving drivers and kernel code untouched and

by limiting the capabilities of the code to those allowed by the JVM, bytecode

execution also protects the machine from its own unreliability.

Another objective in arriving at a minimum set of platform requirements is

that security must not be compromised. Thanks to Java‘s ability to dynamically

download and execute code, basic SSL (HTTPS) services become the foundation
for secure remote access mechanisms.

3.2 Distributed Cryptographic Infrastructure

With Java, it is possible to engage in international secure transactions and net—

working without contravening any laWs.

Regulations concerning cryptographic technology vary from country to coun-

try. For example, in the US. strict export controls must be abided by. In France,

use of cryptography by individuals is severely limited. Furthermore, governments

may express these policies in ambiguous terms as a further deterrent to the dis-

semination of cryptography. GiVen this confusing landscape, it is obvious that

for international corporations — particularly those implementing virtual private

networks on the Internet — and for security-conscious travelers, divining the set

of regulations valid in any given situation, and complying with it is a daunting

task. Traditionally a user installs security software onto his laptop. As this user

travels across international borders, he may have to uninstall and subsequently
reinstall the software. Besides being cumbersome, this negatively affects the sta-

bility of the portable device, precisely at the time when the user is traveling and
system administration resources are not available.

Java allows the just-in-time downloading of the — potentially digitally signed
-- cryptographic software, and its subsequent installation and execution under

the watchful vigilance of the JVM. Having done this, the client is able to es-

tablish secure communications with its corporation’s public server, and use it
as a gateway into its private network. Notice that thanks to digital signatures,
the client need not download the cryptographic software from the same machine
that it then uses as a gateway into its network.

For example, suppose a US. user travels to Switzerland. and then accesses

his corporation ’s world wide web site using the trips protocol. The ensuing SSL
negotiation selects a cipher that is common to the server and the client in order

to encrypt the traffic. ASSuming that the remote user is a law-abiding individ-

ual, the list of ciphers available at the client does not include strong encryption.
For example, instead of RC4 encryption with a 128—bit key, the client may only
have export~grade R04 encryption with a 40—bit key. Al. this point, the client
may choose to download a stronger cipher. However, it does so from a server in

Switzerland, completes the SSL negotiation, and is able to secure the communi-

cations with the gateway in the US. using R04 encryption with a 128-bit key.
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Since the gateway machine in the U.S. never supplies the cryptographic code,

export restrictions do not apply. At the same time, the local cryptographic code

server in Switzerland enforces whatever local policies may apply. Currently, the

U.S. government does not restrict encrypted traffic with off-shore sites, it only

restricts exporting the technology to encrypt the traffic. 3

Of course, the local government might impose additional restrictions on the

use of cryptography. For example, if the visitor happens to be in France, his

client will have no preinstalled ciphers, and any attempt to download them from

a local ”security” server would a110w the latter to impOse local regulations. The

user might be informed that cryptography is disallowed, and that any traffic

exchanged with the gateway for the U.S. corporation would be in cleartext. At

this point, the gateway could impose its own policies and reject the request for

remote access from the visitor in France. Alternatively, it could limit the remote

user’s access rights for the duration of the session.

As can be seen, these security servers take on the responsibility of enforcing

local cryptographic policy, thus relieving the users from this onerous task. This

constitutes a perfectly legal, distributed cryptographic infrastructure to secure
traffic across international borders.

3.3 Configurable Socket Factory and RAFT URLs

There is no standard for internet remote access into corporate or private net-

works. The task of traversing the corporate firewall may be accomplished in

several ways: specific gateway software, 1P security (as it is being defined by

the IETF), SSL mechanisms, HTTPS tunneling, SOCKS, etc. HOWever, none of
the firewall traversal mechanisms will prevail completely. RAFT (Remote Ac-

cess and Firewall Traversal) URLs recognise this fact, and provide a naming and

encapsulation scheme that shields applications from particularities.

RAFT URLs have the following formats:

raflKmfl-typc)://<imcersal—poini):{<oiher—info>]

raftgeneric-ml

Where the different parts have this meaning:

raft: This indicates that the URL that follows is a handle into a registry of
remote access schemes.

raft-type: The name given to a specific firewall traversal or remote access

method. Raft types denote very specific methods. For example, the use of IP

layer 3 tunnels with SKIP, using an extended mobile registration protoeol

for dynamic tunnel set-up might be one such scheme. Another one might be

a mechanism based on HTTPS tunneling.

traversal-point: This is a firewall, gateway or remote access server with which

the system must negotiate access. Discovery of the traversal point is beyond

the scope of this note.

3 However, the cipher downloaded from the Swiss site must have been implemented
without any aid from the U.S.
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other-info: This is a scheme-specific initialization string. The scheme may im—

ply further round—trip times before access is granted. This string isjust a first

step. It does not necesearily have to be used. The format of this parameter

is defined by the scheme.

generic-1111: Any possible URL as defined in [3]

A RAFT URL does not designate a data object, but rather a means to negou

tiate access through a traversal point to establish contact with private resources.

RAFT URLs are useful because no one method of remote aceess is likely

to dominate. RAFT enables the specific form of remote access to be abstracted

away from the applications that need the connectivity. It now becomes a two—part
process:

1. Discovery of a RAFT URL.

This may be accomplished, for example. by any of these methods:

(a) The user visits a special web page and as part of the login process,
authenticates itself to the gateway or firewall by any of these mechanisms:

i. Client-side SSL authentication.

ii. Hardware-assisted authentication using challenge—response schemes.

iii. One—time passwords.

The web server grants access by sending some relevant information to

the client. A RAFT URL may be part of this information sent by the

web server. The code that implements the mechanisms called for by the

RAFT URL may be pre—installed on the device. Otherwise, the client

may, at this time, download the code necessary to interpret and carry

out the necessary operations for firewall traversal under the specified
RAFT URL.

(b) The appropriate RAFT URL is produced by querying a directory service
such as LDAP, Service Location Protocol or DNS.

(c) The possible RAFT URLs (and relevant code to execute them) are pre-
configured into the mobile device. The system is set up for the current

environn'ient by choosing among the possible RAFT URLs. This may

happen direct by the user’s choosing from a menu among the possible

RAFT URLs, or by some event notification mechanism informing the
system.

2. Once the RAFT URL is discovered, it must be used by the system to set
its default firewall traversal mechanisms accordingly. The implementation of

this step and its transparency to applications is, of course, highly dependent

on the system’s software platform. As an example, a system may use the

RAFT URL to set its socket factory appropriately. Applications built to the

standard Java socket interface in package inverter need not be aware of the
exact mechanisms involved.

Notice that from the point of view of the applications, the socket factory
itself does not change, rather its internal behavior does.
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Introducing this abstraction allows any type of firewall traversal or remote

access scheme to be integrated into the platform, separately from the applications
that use the network connection.

At this time, the gateway or firewall becomes a proxy so the remote client

can access the private network.

3 .4 Personal Mobility

Since the mechanisms outlined above rely on very widely deployed technologies

(Java, HTTP, SSL), they also enable personal mobility. For example, a user
can walk up to any public Internet terminal, and after properly authenticating

himself to the relevant gateway, gain access into his private network.

Some words of caution are in order. This technology only secures the link

between the client and the gateway machine. Once the data arrives at the client

it is presented in cleartext for the user’s consumption. A trojan horse client can

easily collect the data at this point.

4 Specially Configured Devices

This section examines the “road warrior” or “power user” scenario which is

distinguished by a user’s ability to carry a specially configured portable device.

The user is no longer bound by the constraints of communal devices, like kiosks,
which generally ofier minimal functionality. In what follows, we present a list of
software solutions we consider important for power users.

Perhaps the most basic requirement of mobile users is the ability to change

their point of attachment to the Internet with minim a1 disruption. Doing so typ-

ically involves changing several network configuration parameters. This task can

be greatly simplified by a piece of software we call network switcher. It allows
users to specify multiple “network profiles” (eg. one for their office and another

for their [SP at home) and switch to a pre—stored profile quickly and conve-

niently. The software can also initiate DHCP and gather necessary configuration

parameters that way rather than through pre—specified profiles.

Whenever the IP address of a device changes, previously established transport-

level connections are norm ally lost. Mobile [P aIIOWs a mobile device to be reach-

able at a fixed IP address (called its home address] irrespective of its current

point of attachment to the lnternet. Transport level connections established with

the home address are preserved across moves. However, unlike PPP and DHCP,

Mobile IP is a fairly new protocol and the required infrastructure (comprising

mobility agents and client-side software] is not widely deployed.

When a mobile host is moved to a new network, it may need to discover

resources like network printers or HTTP proxies in its immediate vicinity. The

Service Location Protocol (5 LP) is ideally suited to this task. In some situations,

LDAP [25] which is more widely deployed may provide adequate functionality.
Connecting to the Internet and finding local resources is just one part of the

overall challenge. Mobile users should also be able to access remote resources
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within firewall-protected private networks, 6.9. a corporate network. This re-

quires setting up a secure communication channel across a public network like

the Internet, is. a Virtual Private Network (VPN). The concept of tunneling is

central to VPN solutions. It refers to the practice of encapsulating one protocol

in another. This might be necessary in order to carry non-[P traffic [8.9. [PX or

Appletalk) acr0ss the Internet, or even to carry an encrypted packet within an-

other packet directed at an intervening firewall. Tunneling service may either be

provided at Layer 2 or at Layer 3. Layer 2 tunneling mechanisms (may. L2'1‘P [11])

transfer PPP packets (encapsulating 1P, IPX etc) across the Internet or other

transport media. Layer 3 tunneling mechanisms, on the other hand, directly

encapsulate network layer packets (ag. IP, IPX) in IP. A number of Layer~3

tunneling protocols have been proposed (TEP [4], TSP {18]) that extend the

basic Mobile IP protocol to allow chaining of multiple tunnel segments. All of

these tunneling proposals ([11, 4, 18]) rely on IPSec to provide confidentiality,

integrity and authenticity when the transport medium is the Internet. Currently,

LQTP seems to have captured the largest mindshare among VPN technologies.

Nevertheless, we feel that Layer 3 tunneling offers a superior solution especially

when the underlying transport is the Internet. These advantages include:

~ Better bandwidth utilization. Running protocol X over PPP Over UDP (as
with L2TP across the Internet) is less efficient than running protocol X

directly over IP. (X may be IP, [PX etc)

— Greater reliability. With layer-two tunneling, each end point maintains a

PPP state machine (including timers and retransmission logic) across a “sim—
ulated serial line”. Unlike a real serial line, end points of the simulated line

are often separated by large distances and,J' or many hops with only best effort

delivery. As such, the PPP connections are prone to timeouts and frequent
resets.

[f multi-protocol support is considered unimportant, IPSec alone can go a

long way in solving the secure, remote access problem. From a deployment per-
spective, it is perhaps easier to establish secure tunnels that extend from a

corporate network’s periphery to an ISP rather than all the way to the end-user

device. The latter requires IPSec software on the portable device but offers the

following ad vantages:4

— End—users are free to connect to their corporate network irrespective of the

ISP used to ” get on to the Internet”.

— Corporations do not need to establish a trust relationship with ISPs, they

only need to trust their own employees. A corporation in may be willing to

trust an ISP based in the same country but may not be willing to trust an
ISP based in another country even if the two ISPs are members of a roam-

ing consortia. One can also think of several situations where an employee

may connect to the Internet through a ”provider” that. has no prior agree—

ments with the user’s corporation. Examples of such ”internet providers”

4 As IPSec standards mature, we expect operating system vendors to bundle this
functionality, greatly alleviating the deployment challenge.
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include universities or temporary ”terminal rooms” provided at academic

and industry conferences.

IPSec based remote access requires an IPSec—capable node within the corpo-

rate firewall complex. Filtering and access control rules should be set up so that

IPSec packets, and others necessary for establishing security associations, can be

exchanged freely bet-ween this node and the general Internet. The address of this

”IPSec gateway” must be known to external mobile hosts. The exact discovery

mechanism is irrelevant to the subsequent discussion. Manual configuration and

DNS lookup (ag. using KX records [1]) are just two of the possible alternatives.

Very often, corporate networks use private addresses that are not advertised

to the general Internet. Furthermore, internal routers are generally unaware of

external addresses and return ”ICMP unreachable” messages for such destina-

tions (assuming they do not use default routing). This creates the challenge of

ensuring end-to-end delivery between a h0st with an internal address (3. g. corpo-

rate file- or mail~server) and a best connected to the Internet using an external
address. There are two basic approaches to this problem:

1. The first approach adds Network Address Translation (NAT) functionality
at the IPSec gateway. After authenticating arriving packets, and before in-

jecting them into the private network, the gateway does a NAT operation,

replacing the external source address with its own IP address [the gateway

may he assigned a range of internal addresses). This way when an internal

host responds, it uses a destination address that is ”valid” inside the cor-

porate network. The response packet reaches the IPSec gateway, undergoes

a reverse address translation, and lPSec prOcessing before it is sent to the

remote 110st [6].
Inserting NAT in the communication path can “break” certain applications.

Some applications carry network address information (I? address and /or

TCP/ UDP port) as part of the their payload and performing NAT for such

packets can get complicated, 8.9. replacing the IP address or port information

in the application payload may require adj ustrnents to the IP packet length.

Jertain NAT implementations go to great lengths to accommodate these

applications while others simply let them fail silently. Similarly, applications

in which an internal host must initiate connections (rather than the external

host) are also harder to support and may require workarounds, ag. FTP’s

passive mode may need to be turned on.

In spite of these limitations, this approach is quite attractive as it requires

nothing more than IPSec on the portable device. Even the internal hosts do

not require any changes.

2. Another option for preventing the exposure of external addresses to internal

routers is to use an extra level of IP-in-IP tunneling between the IPSec gate

way and the internal host. This requires the internal host (or a proxy such

as a Mobile IP home agent) to support IPwin-IP encapsulation and decap-
sulation. The principal advantage of this approach is that it transparently

enables all applications and can be easily extended to work with Mobile IP

{9, 10, 18, 19].
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The portable device must also be responsible for securing the private network,

because it extends its periphery. Therefore, it must implement some firewall

capabilities, otherwise, any malicious individual that gains access to it will have

gained access to the private network as well.

5 Enabling Groups of Usars

We have also been investigating mechanisms to support small teams of mo—

bile users traveling together. Disaster recovery teams offer an excellent example

of this scenario. Another example may be a sales team traveling together that

wishes to set up a “temporary branch office” of their corporation at a convention
center. These situations call for “thin servers” around which a small network can

be quickly established. This network may be based on either wireless or wireline

LAN technologies. We have prototyped such a device and call it a Remote Site

Server [RSS]. An RSS can fulfill the booting, configuration, security, and routing

needs of an assortment of connected clients. It ofl'ers DHCP, DNS, Mail, Web—

caching, file—sharing and firewall services. It also acts as a router to the outside

world and can provide both network address translation (NAT) and secure com—

munication capabilities. The NAT feature is handy for hiding multiple hosts on

a private network behind a single [SP-provided IP address. All communication

involving any of the hosts behind the thin server appears to originate from the

thin server. This communication can either be in the clear or Secured through
IP-level or higher—level encryption and authentication, when necessary. The same

VPN technologies that were described earlier (see Section 4] for connecting in-

dividual remote hosts to private networks are also applicable here. A variety

of Internet connectivity options are supported including ethernet and dial-up

PPP. Since the task of establishing Internet connectivity, negotiating network

access across firewalls, and warding off hackers is off-loaded to the thin server,

individual clients behind it need not concern themselves with any of the associ-

ated complexities. One may think of the RSS as a power-device (see Section 4]
enhanced with server software to support protected workgroups.

The RSS feature-set is also a good match for small-office or home-office

(SOHO) computing. These offices can be viewed as less volatile, or smaller,
variations of ”temporary” branch offices. These situations can benefit. from most

of the capabilities of the 335 but may not need the VPN capabilities. For ex-

ample, a small, independently owned flower shop may not have a “parent” office
with which it may need to establish secure channels.

One possible use of our remote site server is in supporting multiple satellite

offices of a corporation. In any large deployment of these systems, ensuring
that each is installed correctly and With the latest software packages is a major
undertaking. We have addressed these issues in several ways.

We have developed a framework for automating the installation, upgrade
and configuration of software packages on the thin server This framework or—

ganizes different software packages into distinct clusters. Each cluster can be

independently installed and, if an older version of the cluster is detected, it can
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be automatically upgraded with a newer version. The framework stores con-

figuration information separately fi‘om the software. This allows a pre-existing

configuration to be reused with the newly updated softWare and eliminates the

overhead of unnecessary reconfiguration. The thin server olfers an HTML form—
based administrative interface. As such, there is no need to connect a monitor

to the thin server, and it can be managed from any device equipped with a web

browser. In some cases, troubleshooting or special administration tasks may re-

quire complete shell access to the thin server. Our prototype offers telnet accesa

(through a Java applet] to administrators on the local network and Secure Shell

(SSH] login for remote administrators.

6 Conclusion

We have presented our vision ofa Complete Competing environment. We leverage
a common set of mechanisms to enable mobile, nomadic, remote, branch office

and small oflice computing, hitherto addressed as disparate problems. From a

user—centric point of view, the important distinctions are not directly related

to any of the aforementioned modes of computing, but to the characteristics

of the device used. Table 1 correlates the type of device to the user experience

it affords. In all cases, the first step is to establish a communication path to

the private network by (1) hopping on the internet, and (2) negotiating access
past the corporate firewall. Having done this, the user (or the device on the

user’s behalf] has obtained access to the resources within the private network.

However, the level of service with which these resources are now available reflect

the characteristics of the device used by the remote user.

Using a Java and HTTPS enabled device allows the maximum degree of no-

madicity. The user is able to uSe almOst any portable computing device, and

may not, in fact, carry one with him. These devices allow personal mobility in

addition to nomadicity. HOWever, the task of hopping on the internet is typically

done by dialing into an ISP. This does not constitute automatic network con-

figuration, as the user still has to Worry about phone numbers, baud rate, and

similar parameterss Similarly, the firewall traversal is an explicit phase in which

the user has to authenticate itself before gaining access to the private resources.

Having accomplished this, the user is able to access but a handful of applications

from the private network.

Specially configured devices also use ISP accounts to hop on the internet.

Using [PSec mechanisms may make it easier to negotiate access past the firewall,

but this step still exists. However, the level of application support improves

considerably. Using these types of devices, it is possible to establish network

level connections with the application servers within the private network. Full

mobility is now possible.

Finally, devices that provide group support shield. their clients from direct

internet usage. Group support devices, such as our Remote Site Server create

5 Strictly speaking, it is possible to establish internet. presence by completely automatic
means such as DHCP. However, typical [SP accounts do not yet allow this.
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a protected workgroup safely ensconced away from the intimidating internet. A

device within the protected workgroup benefits [rom automatic network config-

uration via DHCP support at the thin server. Likewise, the latter performs any

required firewall negotiation on behalf of its clients. Given that the connection

mechanisms used by the thin server to access servers in the corporate network

are identical to those used by specially configured devices, the clients in the

protected workgroup also enjoy a very high level of service.

Table 1. Modes of access when away from the the home network

Establishing a
communication path

  

 
 

 

  User Experience
Level of Service

Device

Requirements  

 
 
 

 

 

Java and HTTPS
enabled browser
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Network Development and MARC Standards Office

Library of Congress

General Information

0 What is MARC 21? What dees the acrenym “MARC" mean?
How does MARC 21 djffer fgom the [IRMARC Ed CAM/MARC fomssts?

- Who maintains the MARE! 21 femats?

. What are the Network Development and MARC Smdards Office and the Standards
Division?

. Are there esy discussien glgesps or foams fez the MARC 21 formets?

MARC 21 Documentation

0 What deedmentetion is availehle and 11932 de I obtain it?
o How often is MARC 21 documentation updated?
- _ey111se exeerpts frem MARC 21 deeementation?

MARC 21 Thtorials

- Are there my tetesials for the MARC 21 formats?

MARC, SGML, XML and other metadata standards

0 reh ML X L rin ofth MARCZI orm ts?

- s MARC 21 mapped te othes metadata s_ta_ndards? Are other standards mapped to
MARCH?

MARC 21 Translations

I Are there any translations of the MARC 21 fomats?
- I would like te translate a MARC 21 publieetion. What should I de?

Tools, Systems and Services That Work With MARC 21

o Is there a list of tools eempatible with the MARC 21 formets?
- Is there a list of MARC 21 reserd serviees?

0 0w dd 1 add a reedrd serviee, vendor system er tee} to these lists?
. What systems are compatible with the MARC 21 formats?

Making Changes to the MARC 21 Formats and Code Lists

- How de 1 roped errers in MARC 21 docsmentatien?
- How do I mpose making a change to the MARC 21 formats?
. 931 do I request neyg or revised MARC 21 organizatied codes?
0 How do I request MARC 21 relator, sources, or descriptien cenvention codes?

Record Requirements and Record and File Specifications for MARC 21
o h Ifin t e . .N tion lLe elx’Minimal e R 0 Re uirements for

the MARC 21 female?

I What are the aempriete reeord Ed file specifications fer the formats?
0 Whet are the specificetions for character sets?

Electronic resources and MARC 21

o Hew do 1 code electrenic resesrees in e MARC 21 TQQQLd?
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General Information

What is MARC 21 ? What does the acronym “MARC” mean?
MARC is the acronym for MAchine-Readable Cataloging. It defines a data format that
emerged from a Library of Congress-led initiative that began nearly forty years ago. It
provides the mechanism by which computers exchange, use, and interpret
bibliographic information, and its data elements make up the foundation of most
library catalogs used today. MARC became USMARC in the 19803 and MARC 21 in
the late [9905.

 

How does MARC 21 differ from the USMARC and CANIMARC formats?
MARC 21 is not a new format. After having discussions and making minor changes to
both formats that accommodated USMARC and CANI’MARC users' specific needs,
the USMARC and CANIMARC (Canadian MARC) formats were “harmonized” into
MARC 21 in 199?. See Mpzfrwww.loggov/margaimmarcfi ] .html for more
information about the harmonization.

Who maintains the MARC 2] formats?

The Network Development and MARC Standards Office at the Library of Congress
and the Standards and the Support Office at the Library and Archives Canada maintain
the MARC 21 formats. Input for development is provided by MARC 21 users from
around the world, including libraries, library networks and utilities, and library system
vendors. See Litp:fr"www.loc. govx'marc/overview.html for more information about the
development and maintenance of the formats.

What are the Network Development and MARC Standards Office and the Standards
Division?

The Network Development and MARC Standards Office plans and develops library
and information network standards at the Library of Congress. It is the maintenance
agency for several national standards, including the MARC 21 form ats.To contact it,
please e-mail i‘ldm30@lflgtfl.

The Standards Division at the Library and Archives Canada maintains and supports
the MARC 2] formats and other library standards. To contact it, please e-mail
BAC.Normesdecatalogage-Catalogmgstandards.LAC@canada.c-a.

Are there any discussion groups or forums for the MARC 2] formats?
The MARC Forum is a listserv maintained by the Network Development and MARC
Standards Office and is open to anyone interested in the implementation, maintenance
and development of the MARC 2] formats. The forum provides an opportunity for
members of the in formation community to participate in discussions related to the
formats. Vendor, network, technical service, automation, and reference staff and
researchers are encouraged to participate. While there is a close linkage between
MARC 21 and the cataloging of materials, the focus of the forum is on the use of
MARC 21 as a communications format.

Back to Top

MARC 21 Dogumentation

What documentation is available and and how do I obtain it?

https:llwww.locgovimarelfaqhtm!
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The MARC Standards page has links to both extensive documentation 011 MARC 21,
including both the full and concise formats, code and field lists, information about
MARC 21 development, and documentation to help users with the MARC 21 format.
There is a format overvigw listing changes to MARC documentation. Some
documentation is also available in tragslation. A bibliography is also available on the
Library‘s MARC Standards webpage.

Documentation of French versions of some of the formats in Canada is available at
Library and Archives Canada.

How often is MARC 21 documentation updated?
The MARC 2] formats are updated two times per year, in the spring and fall. Other
documentation is updated as it becomes necessary.

May I use excerpts from MARC 21 documentation?

Using excerpts is permissible as long as credit is given.

Back to Top

MARC 21 flitorigls

Is there a tutorial for the MARC 2] formats?

Understanding MARC Bibiiogmm is a good introduction to the MARC 21
bibliographic format and includes a bibliography, discussion questions and examples.
It is widely used and has been translated into several different languages.

Understanding MARC Authority Records is a good introduction to the MARC 21
authority format and includes a bibliography, discussion questions and examples.

Both Understanding MARC Bibliographic and Understanding MA RC Authority
Records are also available as booklets from the Cataloging Distribution Service.

Back to Top

MARC 21, SGML, XML and other metadata standards

Are SGML or XML versions of the MARC 21 formats available?
The Network Development and MARC Standards Office has developed a framework
for working with MARC data in a XML environment. This framework is intended to
be flexible and extensible, allowing users to work with MARC data in ways that meet
their specific needs- The framework contains many components such as schemas,
stylesheets, and software tools developed and maintained by the Library of Congress.
Conversion utilities between MARC (ISO 2709) and MARCXML are also available.
Please see wwwloogovi ar‘cimarcxmlhtml.

 

The Network Development and MARC Standards Office also developed a MARC to
SGML and SGML to MARC conversion program. The following documents contain
the program and additional information:

. MARC DTDs: Backgrgnnd and Development
- MARC DT123: Beta Test Yersion

- MAME-SGML and SQiML-MARC Conversion Program llser Guide
- MARC-SGML and SGML-MARC Conversion Programs Maintenance giuide

A list of some tools that work with HTML, SGML and XML applications is at
hjp:flwww.loc.gov£n1areimaretools.ht1nl.

https:waw.loc.govimardfaq.html 3;?
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Is MARC 21 mapped to other metadata standards? Are other standards mapped to
MARC 21?

MARC 21 has been mapped to the following metadata standards:
- MODS

- Dublin Core

- MARC Character Sets to UCSKUnicode

- Egital tieospatial Metadata

- EA (See Tools tab)

The following metadata standards have been mapped to MARC 21:
- MODS

- Dublin Core

- UNIMARC to MARC 21
- ONIX

- Qgital Geospatial Metadata to MARC
- RDA (See Tools tab)

 

Back to Top

MARC 21 Translations

Are there any translations of the MARC 21 formats?

The MARC 21 Translations page contains a list of documents that are either direct
translations or close adaptations of the MARC 2] formats and other MARC
documentation. Where applicable, information regarding differences between the
translations and MARC 21 is provided. The formats are listed alphabetically by the
language of each translation and include full bibliographic citations and contact
information.

I would like to translate a MARC 21 publication. What should [ do?

Translations of the MARC 21 formats and other MARC documentation are greatly
encouraged because of their usefulness to the entire MARC 21 community. The
Network Development and MARC Standards Office does ask that intellectual credit
information be included in the translation. The following statement is recommended:

“The MARC 2] [insert name of publication that was
translated] was originally prepared by the Network
Development MARC Standards Office, Library of Congress
and the Standards Division, Library and Archives Canada. It
has been translated with permission."

Once you complete your translation, please send the Network Development and
MARC Standards Ofiice an official announcement that includes your publication's
bibliographic information and contact information on obtaining copies. If possible,
send a printed copy for our collection of translations. If the translation is available on
the Internet, please include its URL for inclusion on the MARC 21 Translations page.
Listing a translation is not mandatory; however translations are extremely useful to
other MARC 21 users.

A Translators: Tools page contains additional information about translating MARC
21 documents.

Back to Top
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Topls,§yste_ms and Seflices That Work With MARC 21

Is there a list of tools compatible with the MARC 2] formats?
A list of some of the bibliographic tools that support the MARC 21 formats is at
www.19c.govgmarcflmarctoolshtml- It includes software programs that provide
enhanced usability to MARC 21 records and systems. Some of the tools are freeware
or open source.

Is there a list of MARC 21 record services?

A list of some of the record services that support the MARC 2] formats is at
wwwloc.gov/marcr’marcreesvrs.html. It includes services that distribute MARC 21
records, such as records for copy cataloging, records supplied with materials, records
used for recon purposes, updated records, conversion services, etc.

What systems are compatible with the MARC 2] formats?
A list of some of the systems that support the MARC 21 formats is at

mm.loc.goviniarcimaresysvendhtml. The list includes systems that collect, organize
and manage MARC 21 records.

How do I add a record service, vendor system or tool to these lists?

Vendors, software producers, and anyone else who provides vendor records, system
services, or who has developed specialized MARC tools, are encouraged to fill out a
submission form.

Please note: Individuals who submit the form on someone else's behalf should put
their contact information in the “Citation Contact” field and the name of the
individualicompany on whose behalf the form is submitted in the “Product Contact"
field.

Back to Top_

Making Changes to the MARC 21 Formats and Code Lists
How do I report errors in MARC 21 documentation?

Ifyou notice an error or omission in either the print or online MARC 21
documentation, please contact ndmsorifllogggv. Describe the error and where it
occurs. Please be as specific as possible.

How do I propose making a change to the MARC 21 formats?
Proposals for changes to the formats may originate from any MARC 21 user. Please
either fill out the MARC 21 Formats Proposed Change Form or contact the Network
Development and MARC Standards Office at the Library of Congress or the Standards
division at the Library and Archives Canada. Maintenance agency staff at the Library
of Congress and the Library and Archives Canada write, edit and review proposals
and discussion papers twice a year and distribute them via the MARC F0mm listserv
and the MARC Standards web site. Discussions at the semiannual MARBI (Machine-
Readable Bibliographic Information) meetings in the United States and the annual
CCM (Canadian Committee on MARC) meeting in Canada, along with suggestions
received by e-mail and the listserv, are used by the maintenance agencies to make final
decisions on the proposals.

How do I request new or revised MARC 21 organization codes?

htlpswwww.longevimarcffathml
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Before requesting a MARC 2] organization code, please first search the MA RC Code
Lager Organizations. If you do not find a code for your organization, click on one of
these links to access a request form in the language ofyour choice.

[ENGLISH] [ESPANOL] [PORTUGUES]

You may use the online form to request. up to three codes. If more than three codes are
needed, please submit a list of the organizations with their names and addresses
(including street, city, state, postal code, and country) via email to ndinsoQiZloggg
Please include contact information. Note: Attachments to e—mail messages are not
accepted.

The MARC Code Liszfor Organizations is updated frequently, as codes are often
added. Since information in a request must be verified and then incorporated into the
list. there is a short delay between the time of the request and the appearance of a
newly-assigned code in the database. Names and addresses are revised when changes
are reported.

Requests for the assignment of new codes or changes involving organizations in
Canada should be sent to the Inleriibraiy Loan Division at the Library and Archives
Canada.

Requests for the assignment of new codes or changes involving organizations in the
United Kingdom should be sent to the UK National Agency for MARC Organisation
Codes at the British Library.

Requests for the assignment of new MARC organization codes or for changes to codes
may also be sent via fax to +1-202-707-0] IS or by surface mail to:

Library of Congress

Network Development and MARC Standards Office
101 Independence Avenue, S.E.
Washington, DC, 20540-4402 USA

How do I request MARC 21 relator, sources or description convention codes?
Requests for relators, sources or description convention codes should be sent to
iidinsoaglodgfl

Requests can also be faxed to +1-202-707-0115 or sent by surface mail to:

Library of Congress

Network Development and MARC Standards Office
101 Independence Avenue, S.E.
Washington, DC, 20540-4402 USA

Requests should include a full bibliographic citation and a scan, photocopy or Internet
link for the item to be added.

Back to Top

Record Requirements and Record and File Specifications for
MARC 2

Where do I find the U.S. National LevelfMinimal Level Record Requirements for the
MARC 21 formats?

hfipSJJ'i'WW. Ioc.gov!marcffaq.html 5i?
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There is no list of of“mandatory" data elements that must appear in a MARC 2]
record. Thereotically, a record could simply consist of a leader and a 245 (title) field.
However, there is a list of the MARC 21 data elements required to meet minimal and
national level requirements in the United States for the bibliographic and authority
formats. Please note that other countries may have different lists of required data
elements.

What are the appropriate record and file specifications for the formats?
Information about the file specifications for the MARC 21 formats is in MARC 21’
Sinegg‘ficationsjor Record Structure,fiitarocterjflr, and Exchange Media. This
document is also available from the Cataloging Distribution Service. For a basic
introduction to MARC 21 file and record structure, you may also want to look at
Understanding MARC Bibfiogmphfi.

What are the specifications for character sets?

MARC 21 records intended for broad, standard interchange should be encoded
according to the following specifi cations. Either an 8-bit based encoding system
(called MARC-8 in MARC 21 documentation) or a variable 8/ 16-bit encoding
following ISOKIEC 10646 (UCS) and Unicode UTF-8 encoding rules (called
UCS/Uni code UTF-8 in MARC 21 documentation) may be used.

A very large repertoire of characters is defined for use in the MARC—8 environment.
For standard MARC 21 interchange, the use of UCSfUnicode UTF-8 is limited to this
same repertoire, a subset of UCS/Unicode. This is necessary for interchange until all
systems fully accommodate the complete UCSfUnicode repertoire of characters. This
restriction will be periodically reviewed as the character encoding environment
develops-

Please see mp;ggmvw.log.govfmarc/speg figationsfspecchafintrg,html for detailed
information on MARC 21 character sets.

Back to Top

Electronic resources and MARC 21

How do 1 code electronic resources in a MARC 21 record?

The document Guz‘delinesfgr Coding Electronic Resources in Leaderzflg assists users
coding fixed fields in records for electronic resources. Guidelines _for the Use osz‘efd
sin provides guidance on using field 856 (Electronic location and access) in all the
MARC 21 formats. Guidelinesf r Dr‘str‘ guishing C'ortogmphfr: Electronic Resources

fi'on-r other Electronic Resources assists catalogers working with cartographic
electronic resources.

Ba to Top
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. MAR; 2 Standards Home Page
- Library of Congress Home Page
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FIFTH
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SEVENTH
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NINTH

Revised November 30, 2016

AMENDED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION————-—_______________

9_F

OCLC Online Computer Libram Center, Inc.

The name of the corporation shall be OCLC Online Computer Library
Center, Inc. (the “Corporation"}.

The place in this State where the principal office of the Corporation is to
be located is in the City of Dublin. Franklin County, Ohio.

The purpose or purposes for which the Corporation is formed are to establish,
maintain, and operate a computerized library network and to promote the
evolution of library use. of libraries themselves, and of librarianship, and to
provide processes and products for the benefit of library users and libraries,
including such objectives as increasing availability of library resources to
individual library patrons and reducing the rate of rise of library per-unit costs, all
for the fundamental public purpose of furthering ease of access to and use of the
ever-expanding body of worldwide scientific, literary, and educational knowledgeand information.

The affairs of the Corporation shall be managed by the Board of Trustees. The
qualifications of the Trustees, together with their terms of office. manner of
election, removal, change of number, filling of vacancies and of newly-created
trusteeships, powers, duties and liabilities. shall, except as otherwise provided in
these Articles, or by the laws of the State of Ohio, be as prescribed by the Code
of Regulations.

There shall be two classes of members of the Corporation and they shall be
OCLC Members, and Trustee Members. The voting powers of each class of
members shall be only as defined in the Code of Regulations or as stated in
these Articles.

There shall be a Global Council composed of Member Delegates as prescribed
in the Code of Regulations.

These Articles may be amended at any business meeting of the Trustee
Members called for that purpose provided that notice of the preposed
amendment(s) has been sent to the Trustee Members at least ten (10) days
prior to said meeting. A two-thirds (23) vote of all of the authorized Trustee
Members of the Corporation is required for approval.

The duration of the Corporation shall be perpetual.

No part of the earnings, dues, or receipts of the Corporation shall inure to the
benefit of or be distributed to its members. trustees, officers, or other private
persons, except only that the Corporation shall be authorized and empowered
to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and expenses incurred
and to make payments or distributions in furtherance of the purposes set forth
in Article Third hereof. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation
shall be the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence
Amended Articles of incorporation
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legislation, and the Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in (including
the publishing or distribution of statements) any political campaign on behalf of,
or in opposition to, any candidate for public office. Notwithstanding any other
provision of these Articles. the Corporation shall not carry on any other activities
not permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from Federal income
tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. as amended
(or the corresponding provision of any future United States internal revenue law)
(the “Code”) or (b) by a corporation. contributions to which are deductible under
Section 170(c)(2) of the Code.

Upon the dissolution of the Corporation, the Board of Trustees shall, after paying
or making provision for the payment of all of the liabilities of the Corporation,
dispose of all of the assets of the Corporation exclusively for the purposes of the
Corporation in such manner, or to such organization or organizations as are
described in Section 170(c)(1) or (2) of the Code, as the Board of Trustees shall
determine. Any of such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by the
Court of Common Pleas of the county in which the principal office of the
Corporation is then located, exclusively for such purposes or to such organization
or organizations. as said Court shall determine, which are organized and Operated
exclusively for such purposes.

These Articles supersede all prior Articles or Amended Articles.
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3!23!2019 MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data: SXX: Subject Access Fields-General Information (Network Development and MARC Standards

BXX - Subject Access Fields-General Information

600 - Subject Added Entry - Personal Name (R)
610 - Subject Added Entry - Corporate Name (R)
61] - Subject Added Entry - Meeting Name (R)
630 - Subject Added Entry - Uniform Title (R)
647 - Subject Added Entry - Named Event (R)
648 - Subject Added Entry - Chronological Tenn (R)
650 - Subject Added Entry - Topical Term (R)
651 - Subject Added Entry - Geographic Name (R)
653 - Index Term - Uncontrolled (R)
654 - Subject Added Entry - Faceted Topical Terms (R)
655 - Index Term - GenrefForm (R)
656 - Index Term - Occupation (R)
657 - Index Term ~ Function (R)

658 — Index Term — Curriculum Objective (R)
662 - Subject Added Entry - Hierarchical Place Name (R)
69X - Local Subject Access Fields (R)

DEFINITION AND SCOPE

6XX fields contain subject access entries and terms. Most of these fields contain subject added entries or
access terms based on the lists and authority files identified in the second indicator (Subject heading
systemfthesaurus) or in subfield $2 (Source of subject heading or term). One field contains uncontrolled
subject access data.

611, and 630 fields, are given in the following General Information sections: X00, XIO, X1} and/1’30.

CONTENT DESIGNATOR HISTORY

Field 600-651 - Subject added entries

Indicator .2 - Subject hoarding system/thesaurus

In 1982 the use of the second indicator value in subject added entry fields 600-651 was expanded from specifylng the organization
that assigned the subject added entry to specifying the subject heading system, thesaurus, or authority file used by an organization to
assign the subject added entry. Accordingly, va1ues 0—3 and 5-6 became authoritative-agency data elements and their definitions were
changed to the names of the list or authority tile. The definition of value 4 was changed from Other subject heading. Prior to l9?5,
value 5 was defined in the visual materials specifications as Subject heading to be printed only in LC book catalog. Prior to 197?.
value 5 was defined in the archival and manuscripts control specifications as National Union Catalog of Manuscripts (NUCMC)subject heading.

Field 64 7 — Subject Added Borg—Nomad Event [NE W 2016]
Field 648 — SnbfectAdded Entry—Chronological Term [NEW 2002}
Field 652 - Subject Added Entry-Reversed Geographic [OBSOLETE l 980}

www.toc.govlmarcibibliographic/bdtixxbtml
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3i23i2019 MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data: EXX: Subject Access Fields-General Information (Newark Development and MARC Standards
Field 652 was an agency-defmed field used by the Library of Congress for reversed geographic added entries assigned to
materials classed in LC classification number span (31000-69999. For each regular Epic—Piece subject heading assigned, a
reversed Place~~ Topic heading was also assigned. Both indicator positions were undefined. The subficld codes Were: $a
(Geographic name or place element), $x (General subject subdivision), $y {Chronological subject subdivision), Sz (Geographic
subject subdivision).

Field 662 — Subject Added Entry ~ Hierarchical Piece Name (NEW; 2005]
Field 680 - PRECIS Descriptor String [OBSOLETE, 199i] [CAN/MRC only]

PRECIS Descriptor String is a sequence of subject index terms in which each term is preceded by a code which determines how
it should appear in entries generated by a computer. The first indicator was undefined. The second indicator values 0-9 were
used to link alternative subject statements to the corresponding Dewey classification number. Subfields $a—Sz contained the text
of the PRECIS Descriptor String.

Field 681 - PRECIS Subject indicator Number (SIM [OBSOLETE 1991] [CAN/MARC only]
PRECIS Subject Indicator Number (SIN) is a fixed—length number ending in a modulus 11 check digit. It identifies uniquely the
address of the PRECIS data consisting of string and Reference Indicator Number (RJN). The first indicator was undofmed. The
second indicator values 0-9 were used to link the indicator to the corresponding PRJECIS string and other associated subject
data. Only subfield $a (PRECIS subject indicator number (SlND was defined.

Fieid 683 - PRECIS Reference indicator Number (RIM [OBSOLETE i 99 i] [CAN/MARC outfit]
PRECIS Reference Indicator Number (Rib!) is a fixed-length number ending in a modulus 11 check digit which identifies the
address of a term in the machine—held thesaurus used as the source of 'See' and rSee also' references in a printed index. The first
indicator was undefined. The second indicator values 0-9 were used to link the index numbers to the corresponding PRECIS
descriptor string. Only subfield $a (Reference indicator number {RJND was defined.

www.Ioc.govimareibibliographicidettxhtml 2i2—————._——
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3l23f2019 Qxx Fields

(3) OCLC
Supporta. liaini'ig

(icontenti'sugm—rt)

9xx Fields

\

9xx Introduction

\

9xx fields Qxx fields are not part of the standard MARC 21 format. OCLC has defined these 9xx fields for use by the Library of
Congress and for internal OCLC use: 936, 938, 956, 987, 939, and 994. Fields 901-907, 910, and 945-949 have
been defined by OCLC for your local use and will pass OCLC validation. The remaining Qxx fields may also be
locally defined by your library, but may not pass OCLC validation.

OCLC OCLC services use some 9xx fields for processing. OCLC does not retain these fields in the master record. They
may, however, be retained in user‘s archival records and institution records depending on the needs of the service.
For example, field 951 is used for agent specific data for cataloging agent authorizations. This manual does not
include descriptions of these fields.

services

The WorldCat Cataloging Partners. and other services, also use some 9xx fields to supply nonblbliographic
information. Because WorldCat Cataloging Partners 9xx fields are defined by agreement between a library and a
vendor. this manual does not include descriptions of these fields. OCLC removes WorldCat Cataloging Partners-
defined 9X): fields from master records. You may still see Qxx fields that are not defined in OCLC master records.
These fields will need to be removed before replacing the master record.

This page last revised: July 5, 2018

© 20 ‘l 9 OCLC (mps:ilmnrw.oclc.orgieflpoliciesicogyflghthtmli

Domes is and international trademarks andior service marks of OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc. and its affiliates
,(h_ttps:{lwww.oolc.orgmlpoliciesitrademerkshtml}

_ -. -. . .. . . -- - Cookie Notice ‘ J .- ',(h_ttps_:i!policies.oclc.orgi_e_glprivacyicookie-statement.html)

https:llwwwpclc.orgibioformatsleniexxhtml m——u———_
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3i23i2019 MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data: 050: Library of Congress Call Number (Network Development and MARC Standards Office. Libr. ..

050 - Library of Congress Call Number (R)

MARC 21 Bibliographic - Full December 2017

First Indicator Second Indicator
Existence in LC collection Source ofcoll number
it - No information provided 0 - Assigned by LC
0 - Item is in LC 4 -'Assigned by agency other than LC
1 - Item is not in LC

Subfield Codes

$a - Classification number (R) $3 — Materials specified (NR)
$b - Item number (NR) $6 — Linkage (NR)
$0 - Authority record control number or standard $8 - Field link and sequence number (R)
number (R)

$1 — Real World Object URI (R)

Second indicator values distinguish between content actually assigned by the Library of Congress and
content assigned by an organization other than. LC.

Note that only subfield $u is locally defined. The entire field description is repeated here for ease of use
of this document-

GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING CONTENT DESIGNATORS
l INDICATORS

First Indicator - Existence in LC collection

Whether or not the item is contained in the LC collections.

# - No information provided

Used for all call numbers assigned by agencies other than the Library of Congress.

050 #4$aNB933.F44$bT6

0 —- Item is in LC

Item is in the LC collections under the call number given in the field.

Other agencies should use this value when transcribing from LC cataloging copy on which
the call number is neither enclosed within brackets nor preceded by a Maltese cross.

050 00$aZfi9S.7$b.B371980

www.loc.govlmarcibibliographicidefiOhtml 1.x4



3l23t2019 MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data: 050: Library of Congress Call Number (Newark Development and MARC Standards Office. Libr...
I - Item is not in LC

Item is not in the LC collections, or that it is not shelved under that number.

Used by other agencies when transcribing from LC cepy on which the call number appears
in brackets or is preceded by a Maltese cross. Brackets that customarily surround call
numbers for items not in LC are not carried in the MARC record; they may be generated for
display.

050 10$aBJ1533.C4$bL49

Second Indicator - Source of call number

Whether the source of the classicall number is the Library of Congress or another organization.

I} - Assigned by LC

Used when an institution is transcribing from LC cataloging copy.

050 00$aJK609$b.M2

4 - Assigned by agency other than LC

I SUBFIELD CODES

$a - Classification number

Classification number portion of the call number. The source of the classification number is
Library ofCongress Ciassification and the LC Classflotation-Additions and Changes. Subfield
Se is repeated to record an alternative class number. The alternate class number is recorded
following the last subfield of the call number. If the alternate class number also includes an
item number. the item number is included in the same subfield $a as the alternate class number:
it is not separately subfielded.

050 00$aQC861.2$b.336

050 00$32695.7$b.B371980

050 00$aZ?164.N3$bL34 no. 9$827165.R42$al-IC5] ?.R42
050 00$aRC951

$1) - Item number

Item number portion of the call number. An item number is the Cutter, date, term, etc. that is
added to a classification number to distinguish an item from any other item assigned the same
classification number.

Organizations that use the Cutter-Santana: Three-Figure Author Table may conform to Library
of Congress item number practice by applying Subject Cataloging Manual: 5219:3733!ngconventions.

050 00$aJX1974.?$b.M5

050 00$aZ673.L7$bY

050 10$aHF5726$bB2T 1980

050 00$2E506.5 6th$bG

050 00531135146 10th$b.T76 1905

[The above two call numbers are call numbers for regimentat’ histories]
$0 - Authority record control number or standard number

See description of this snbfield in Appendix A: Control Subfielrau

wwaocgowmarca‘bibtiogra phiclbdDSU. him | 234 



3l23!2019 MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data: 050: Library of Congress Call Number (Network Development and MARC Standards Office. Libr. _.
$1 - Real World Object URI

See description of this subfield in Appendix A: Control Subfieids.

$3 - Materials specified

Part of the described material to which the field applies. The subfield is used with archival-type
materials: its use is parallel with the use of subfield $3 in other fields.

$6 - Linkage

See description of this subfield in Appendix A: Qantas! Subfields.

$8 - Field link and sequence number

See description of this subfield in Appendix A: Control Subji'eids.

INPUT CONVENTIONS

LCCNs - When the call number field consists only of a cla
including a period and also a space), no subfield 3b is used.

050 00$aQA37

050 003551135255 123d

ss number ("letters followed by numbers, possibly

General rule is that the item number

or the period, ifpresent, preceding it.

050 00$aHF5549.5.R44$bM35

part of the call number begins at the last capital letter in the call number

Exceptions to the general rule for item numbers:

If the call number is followed by only a date, with no Cutter number, the date is contained in subfield Sb.
050 00$aE4S7.92$b1967

If the call number is followed b
y volume numbering that includes uppercase letters, these letters are ignored

in locating the last capital letter.

050 00$aIX1977$bA2 svssmss

050 00$aHA1501$bA,Nr. 615

050 00$aHD23$b.YSSS vol. 55 Suppl.

If the call number begins with CSH. subfield $b contains the date.

050 00$aCS?l.C323$bl97?

If the call number is for a classification schedule (i.e.,
letter(s) for the particular classification and any folio
classification). Subiield $b contains the date.

050 00$aZ696.U5E3$b1958

050 00$32696.U5H-HJ$bl981

it is a call number beginning with 2696.U5). the class
wing digit(s) are recorded in subfield $21 (as part of the

Abbreviations subset: and Suppl. are recorded in subfield Sb, even when there is no item number.

Capitalization - Alphabetic characters in the classification number portion of the field are generally
uppercase.

www.Ioc.gow’marcibibliographicibd050html 3M



3123t2019 MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data: 050: Library of Congress Call Number (Network Development and MARC Standards Office. Libr. ..
Spacing - Any spaces that are desired as part of the call number must be input-

050 00$aDK2743 1968$b.K39

050 00$aVM34I$b.M9 vol. 48

050 00$aCS71.C323$bl97?

Display Constant

[ ] [brackets]

Brackets that customarily surround call numbers for items not in LC or alternate classicall numbers are not
carried in the MARC record. They may be system generated as a display constant associated with the first
indicator value 1 or additional $31 subfieids.

Content designatedfietd:

050 10$aHF5726$bB271980

Display example:
[HF5?26.BZ7 1980]

CONTENT DESIGNATOR HISTORY

Indicator 1 — Existence in LC coiiection

it - No tofiarmation provided

Indicator- 2 — Series cat! number (SE) [OBSOLETE]

[n the serials specifications, the use of' the second indicator position to indicate the type of series was made obsolete in I9?6. The
values were: 0 [No series involved), 1 (Main series), 2 (Subseries), 3 {Sub-subseries).

Indicator 2 - Source ofcafl number

# — No information provided [OBSOLETE]

Second indicator was defined in 1982. Prior to that change, 050 was an agency-assigned field and contained only call numbers
assigned by the Library of Congress. LC records created before the definition of this indicator may contain a blank {it} meaningundefined in this position.

3d — Supplementaiy ciass namber (MU? [OBSOLETE 1981]
$0 ~ Authority record contra! number or standard number [NEW 2017]
3} ~ Real Wort’d Object URI [NEW 20} 7]

www.lor:.gowmarcfbibiiographlcibdDSDhtml 4M-——-——-—-—u———_—
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I The ler-JF,’ of Congress Cataloging, Acquisltions - - - '-- . -'

. i- |

Library of Congress Classification PDF Files i

_Ql-!I_AbLCC-A__'BX‘fl‘fii-m-fl‘L-PZ-Qfi-Ifl-

About the Library ofCongress Classification PDF Files

This page provides print-ready PDF files of Library of Congress classification schedules. .
Data for these files was selected in February 2018. For users desiring enhanced
functionality, LCC is included in the web-based subscription product, Classification Web.

Earlier editions are available here but should not be used for cataloging.

More about the Library of angress Classification (Q1

View the Library of Congress Classification Outline i

0 Back to Top_

! A-BX '

A Preface General Works (PDF, 1 p., 14 KB) .
A Outline General Works {PDF, 1 p., 86 KB) i
M General Works (PDF, so p., 385 KB) '

B-BJ Preface Philosophy, Psychology (PDF, 1 p., 88 KB) ,
B-BJ Outline Philosophy, Psychology (PDF, 3p., 93 KB) I
B-BJ Text Philosophy, Psychology (PDF, 446 p., 2.3 MB) l
BL-EQ Preface Religion (General). Hinduism, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism (PEP, 1 ip., 88 KB)

BL-BQ nglige Religion (General). Hinduism, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism (PDF, 7
' p., 172 KB)

BLwBQ Text Religion (General). Hinduism, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism (P05 536 p., '2.8 MB)

era-ox Preface Christianity, Bible (poF, 1 ,o., 88 KB) l
BR—BX Dgtline Christianity, Bible (PDF, 9 p., 117 KB)

BR—Bx Text Christianity, Bible (PDF, 806 p., 3.5 MB) i

it) Bagk to Top ,-
i C-F i

c preface Auxiliary Sciences of History (PDF, 1 o, 87 KB} E
C Outline Auxiliary Sciences of History (PDF, 3 p., 93 KB) .:
C Text Auxiliary Sciences of History (PDF, 233 p., 990 KB) :
D-DR Preface History (General) and History of Europe (PDF, 1 p., 88 KB) 'I
D-DR Qutllne History (General) and History of Europe (PDF, 21 p., 166 KB)

, D-DR Text History (General) and History of Europe {P05 921 p., 4.0 MB) l
os-gx Preface History of Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, etc. (PDF, 1 p., 14 |KB)

|

DS-Dx Outline History of Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, etc. (POE, 11 p., l118 KB) |
DS-D; Tea: History of Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, etc. (PDF, 517p., 2.4MB) |

, g-F Ereface History: America (PDF, 1 o, 87 KB) i
E-F Outline History: America (PDF, 9 p., 105 KB) |'

, E-F Ire-g History: America (PDF, 945 p., 4.5 MB) i
httpsdiwwwlocgoviabaipublicationslFreeLCCi'freelcc.html#About 1l5

 

 

 

 



312312019 Library of Congress Classification PDF Files

"59) Back to Top

G-J

G Preface Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 2 p., 91 KB)
G Outline Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 7p., 109 KB)

m Geography. Maps. Anthropology. Recreation (PDF, 882 o. 3.6 MB} i
H Preface Social Sciences (P05 1 p., 89 KB)

H Qgtl'mg Social Sciences (PDF, 15 p., 127KB)

M‘s—xt Social Sciences (PDF, 1160 p., 4.8 MB)

J Preface Political Science (PDF, 1 p., 88 KB)

J Outline Political Science (PDF, 6 p., 105 KB)

LLeLt Political Science (PDF, 5381)., 2.3 MB)

is?) Back to Top

K— KZ

_ K Tables Preface Form Division Tables For Law (PDF, 1 p., 85 KB) .
J. K Tables Tm Form Division Tables For Law (PDF, 44 p., 238 KB) |

5 Preface Law in General. Comparative and Uniform Law. Jurisprudence (PDF, 2p., 89 KB)

K Outline Lain.r in General. Comparative and Uniform Law. Jurisprudence (PDF, 5o, 101 KB)

K Text Law in General. Comparative and Uniform Law. Jurisprudence (PDF, 165 p.,829 KB)

KB Preface Religious Law (PDF, 1 p., 149 KB) '
KB Outline Religious Law (PDF, 8 p., 198 K8)

K5 Iext Religious Law (POE. 631 p., 3.0 MB)

KD Preface Law of the United Kingdom and Ireland (PDF, 1 p., 86 KB)
KD Outlige Law of the United Kingdom and Ireland (PDF, 7o, 126 KB)
KD Text Law of the United Kingdom and Ireland (PDF, 253 a, 1.2 MB) ‘

KDZ, KG-KH Preface Law of the Americas, Latin America and the West Indies i
(PDF, 1 p., 87 KB) '

KDZ, KG-KH Outline Law of the Americas, Latin America and the West Indies
(P05 14 p., 148 KB)

KDZ, KG-KH Text Law of the Americas, Latin America and the West Indies (PDF,417 p.. 2.0 MB)

KE Preface Lain.r of Canada (PDF, 1 p., 8? KB)

KE Outllng LaliiiI of Canada (PDF, 7p., 124 KB) i
KE Text Law of Canada (PDF, 275 p.. 1.0 MB) '

KF meace Law of the United States (PDF, 1 p., 87 KB) l
KF Outline Law of the United States (PDF, 7 p., 110 KB)

KF Text Law of the United States (PDF, 576 p., 3.0 MB) i
KI-KIL Preface Law of Indigenous Peoples (PDF, 1 p., 44 KB)

! KI-KIL Text Law of Indigenous Peoples (PDF, 223 p., 1.0 MB)

KJ—KKZ Preface Law of Europe (PDF, 1 p.. 99 KB) .:
KJ-KKZ outline Law of Europe (PDF, 25 p., 174 KB) {

i KJ-KKZ Text Law of Europe (P05 737 p., 3.5 MB) 5.
KJV-KJfl Preface Law of France (PDF, 1 p., 87 KB)

-' KJV—KJW Outline Law of France (PDF. 8 p., 115 KB) i
; ggv-igw Text Law of France (PDF, 307 p., 1.5 MB) f

KK-KKC Preface Law of Germany (PDF, 1 p., 87 KB) !

htips:i‘i'www.loo.goviabalpublicationsiFreeLClereeloc.html#About 2:5——————
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KK—KKC Outline Law of Germany (PDF, 8 p., 113 KB)

. KK-Kgg Text Lawr of Germany (PDF, 592 p., 3.0 MB)

KL—KWX Preface Law of Asia and Eurasia, Africa, Pacific Area, and Antarctica
(PDF, 1 p., 88 KB)

KL—KW! Outline Lawr of Asia and Eurasia, Africa, Pacific Area, and Antarctica
(PDF, 32 p., 207 KB)

KL—KWX Text Law of Asia and Eurasia, Africa, Pacific Area, and Antarctica (PDF,
1,152 p., 5.0 MB)

KV; Prefage Pacific Area: Pacific Area Jurisdictions: Hawaii (to 1900) (PDF, 1 p., 64KB)

KVJ Text Pacific Area: Pacific Area Jurisdictions: Hawaii (to 1900) (PDF, 62 p., 428KB)

K; Preface Law of Nations (PDF, 1 p., 94 KB)

[(2 Outline Law of Nations {POE 3 p., 112 KB)

52 Text Law of Nations (PDF, 208 p., 1.0 MB)

=5) Elgck to Tog

L—N

L Prefage Education (PDF, 1 p., 94 KB)

L Outline Education (PDF, 8 p., 124 KB)

$25! Education (P05 435 p., 2.0 MB)

M Preface Music and Books on Music (PDF, 1 p., 164 KB)

fl Outline Music and Books on Music (PDF, 3 p., 137 KB)

M Tegt Music and Books on Music (PDF, 419 p., 2.0 MB)

Ill Preface Fine Arts (PDF, 1 p., 86 KB)

N Ogtllne Fine Arts (PDF, 51)., 126 KB)

N Tex_t Fine Arts (PDF, 799 p., 4.0 MB)

«is Back to Top

P-PZ

P—Pz Tables Preface Language and Literature Tables (PDF, 1 p., 86 KB)
P- P2 Tables Text Language and Literature Tables (PDF, 147 p., 775 KB)
P-PA Preface Philology and Linguistics (General). Greek Language and
Literature.Latin Language and Literature (PDF, 1 p., 124 KB)

P-PA Outline Philology and Linguistics (General). Greek Language and
Literature.Latin Language and Literature (PDF, 2 p, 101 KB)

E-PA Tegt, Oriental Philology and Linguistics (General). Greek Language and
Literature.Latin Language and literature (PDF, 483 p., 3.0 MB)

PB-PH Preface Modern European Languages {POE 1 p., 125 KB)

PB-PH Outline Modern European Languages (PDF, 4 p., 123 KB)

PB-Pfl Text Modern European Languages (PDF, 813 p., 6.0 MB)

PJ-PK meace Oriental Philology and Literature, Indo-Iranian Philoiogy and
Literature {POE 1 p., 150 KB)

- PJ-PK Outline Oriental Philology and Literature, Indo-Iranian Philology and
1 Literature (PDF, 5p., 125 KB)

PJ-PK Text Oriental Philology and Literature, Indo-Iranian Philology and Literature
; (PDF, 366 p,, 2.0 MB)

PL-PM Preface Languages of Eastern Asia, Africa, Oceania. Hyperborean, Indian,
and Artificial Languages {P05 1 p., 125 KB)

; PL-PM Outline Languages of Eastern Asia, Africa, Oceania. Hyperborean, Indian,
and Artificial Languages {P05 2 p., 155 KB)

PL-PM Text Languages of Eastern Asia, Africa, Oceania. Hyperborean, Indian, and
Artificial Languages (PDF, 510 p., 4.0 MB)

https:iiwww.Ioc.gow’abaipubiicationsiFreeLCCffreeicchtmliiAboul
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PM Preface Literature (General) (PDF, 1 p., 88 KB)

PN Outline Literature (General) (PDF, 3 p., 93 KB)

PN Text Literature (General) (PDF, 400 p., 2.0 MB)

1Q Preface French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese Literatures (P05 1 p., 124KB)

£12m French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese Literatures (PDF, 3 p., 96 KB)

352 Text French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese Literatures (PDF, 609 p., 4.0 .
MB) !
PR-ES, Pz Preface English and American Literature. Juvenile Belles Lettres {P05
1 p., 8? KB)

PR-PS, P; Outline English and American Literature. Juvenile Belles Lettres (PDF,
3 p., 96 KB) .

PR-PS, P2 Text English and American Literature. Juvenile Belles Lettres (PDF, 569p., 3.0 MB)

PT Pgfiacg German, Dutch, and Scandinavian Literatures (PDF, I p., 125 KB)
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